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SM Stages First Forum
By NANCY SMITH
News Editor
Fifteen concrete resolutions
illing for investigation of probms from administrative control
f student activities to tuition
rofessors' salaries were the reIt of the first meeting of the
'SM — the Pacific Student
ovement.
One hundred and fifteen
stuents filled
Music C last Tuesay night for the organizational
eeting of the PSM. Peter Stanck served as moderator. When
ey finished
they had developed
steering committee of 39 stuents and a list of fifteen resoluons for the PSM to begin condering:
|• 1. Investigate the relation of
ises in professors' salaries to
he always-present raise in tui-

2. Obtain an explanation of
le St. Michael's College colipse.
• 3. Investigate where tuition
oes.
• 4. Work for abolition of
e double standard of rules on
he Pacific campus.

PETER STANWYCK

• 5. Examine administrative
tactics and policies toward stu
dent judicial rulings.

tive handling of strictly student
affairs.
• 11. Investigate scheduling
of social events on campus calen
dar, especially on the same night.
• 12. Investigate drinking
rules, including the registering
of off-campus parties.
• 13. Investigate the possibili
ty of the PSA incorporating.
• 14. Investigate the policies
of admission and graduate scho
larships.
• 15. Investigate the office of
the chairman of the athletic pro
gram.
In a meeting of the steering
committee after the general for(Continued on Page 4)

• 6. Examine the athletic pro
gram on the campus from the
administration down.
• 7. Call to the attention of
administration the events Ray
mond College offers for the
whole campus and encourage
using them to advantage.
• 8. Investigate the stand fa
culty take in certain student
liberal movements.
® 9. Look at the plan for inte
gration of colleges within the
university.
• 10. Investigate administra

Activities Scheduled

Busy Day Ahead for Alums
Saturday will be a busy day
for all UOP alumni beginning
with a breakfast for past PSA
alumni presidents, board of di
rectors, and fund council mem
bers at 9:00 a.m. At 11:00 Home
coming registration will be held
at Burns Tower and following
registration will be the highlight
of the day, the All-Alumni
Luncheon at the Pacific gym.
Nancy Monnich, '50, is chair
man, and the board of directors
of the Pacific Alumni Associa
tion will act as hosts. A buffet
luncheon will be served at $2.25
per ticket. The main purpose of
this luncheon is to provide one
time during the day when all of

the alumni can get together re
gardless of living group and
class.
At 1:00 p.m. and following
the luncheon, the fraternities and
sororities will host Alumni Re
unions while those not involved
in these reunions will be invited
to tour the new cluster college
facilities. Alpha Chi Omega will
conduct an open house all day
while Gamma Phi Beta, Kappa
Alpha Theta, Alpha Kappa
Lambda, and Phi Sigma Kappa
will have open houses between
the luncheon and the Homecom
ing Parade.
(Continued on Page 16)

Pacific's Homecoming Queen for 1965 is SYDNEY PIETSCH, a
petite freshman from Hawaii. Sidney is representing the first
floor of Covel Hall. She plans to go into elementary education
and teach when she graduates.

Dr. Burns Offers New Evidence
By DAVE FREDERICKSON
Editor-in-Chief
"COP has an excellent chance of becoming
the leading independent team on the coast in
the years ahead . . ." This statement was made
by Pacific's President Robert E. Burns in the
Pacific Weekly of Oct. 21, 1949. Considering
the change in UOP's football fortunes since
then, the Weekly approached Dr. Burns with a
request for him to trace the evolution of his
present philosophy which has resulted in such
a drastic change of emphasis.
According to Dr. Burns, the football de-em
phasis came as a result of three basic factors:
faculty and student opposition, cost, and the
severely critical analysis of the Pacific football
program which appeared in three separate sur
veys.
Of these factors, by far the most crucial were
the survey reports, two of which came directly
from the Western College Association Accredi
tation Committee, and the third from a private
study authorized by the University Senate of
the Board of Education of the Methodist
Church, and paid for jointly by the Senate and
Pacific.
Until today's issue of the Weekly the findings
of these surveys have been available only to
members of the faculty and administration, but
Dr. Burns consented to release extracts of the
surveys for the Weekly's use. The private study

was made in 1955-56 which the Western College
Association reports were done in 1955 and 1960.

In assessing the surveys, the most devastating
one is the 1960 Accreditation Committee's re
port. In the 1955 analysis the committee had
recommended a reappraisal of the football pro
gram to determine if "it is necessary to schedule
intersectional games at great expense for travel
to find enough suitable rivals." They also recom
mended that "other economies should be studied
such as further consolidation of the coaching
and physical education staff."
When they made the 1960 report they opened
by saying, "In all honesty, it has to be said that
as of this moment, no improvements whatso
ever can be found, (since 1955). Indeed there
are grounds for believing that the picture has
become worse."
Pointing to the financial
deficits of the foot
ball program and the consequent pressure on
other areas the report stated, "The committee
is frank in saying that it can see no justification
for an athletic budget and program at an institu
tion like the College of the Pacific such as that
existing during recent years. The committee be
lieves such an athletic program to be anachron
istic in the present era and one which, we dis
covered repeatedly, has no real support in the
faculty or, apparently in considerable areas of
the student body.

"We discovered fairly widespread feeling
among faculty members that the kind of foot
ball schedule entered into by the College of the
Pacific is grossly out of keeping with the funda
mental character of the institution."

Basically the private study conveys the same
tone as the accrediting reports. The survey team
reported that "The committee would be derelict
in its duty if it did not here record its profound
conviction that the type of emphasis now prac
ticed (in football) at the college is an extravag
ance the institution can ill afford."
For the future, Dr. Burns outlined four major
goals. First, he stated that academic standards
will not be lowered. Second, he vowed that no
more money would be pumped into the program
than is presendy budgeted. Third, he foresees
a new philosophy of scheduling, so that we move
towards teams in our class academically. Finally
he suggested the possibility of setting up an
association of independent schools. Such an ar
rangement would differ from a conference in
that we would not be required to compete in any
sport but football, thus leaving us free to main
tain our present basketball schedule.
In summarizing the situation, Dr. Burns stres
sed the fact that Pacific is going to strive for a
good, solid football program and that there is
no thought of cutting out the sport at UOP.
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As Others See It

Editorial

Peri: 'The Third Alternative'

Pharmacy: 'Aseptic Immunity'
Sometimes we wonder how long it will be before the school of
pharmacy at Pacific grows up and stops playing its absurd game of
"aseptic immunity" from the internal affairs of the rest of the
University community. We don't care how professional they are, as
long as they are a part of the University and COP they have a
responsibility to cooperate with the rest of us.
Tomorrow is the University's Homecoming, but a look at the
pharmacy school schedule would indicate that once again they are
claiming "pill pusher's sanctity."
On the official University Homecoming schedule there is a
Homecoming Parade from 2:00 to 3:30 p.m. The pharmacy school
doesn't agree. Instead they have scheduled an initiation and tea for
Rho Chi Honor Society at 2:30 and a faculty tea at 3.
Again in the evening the pharmacists have their own ideas.
Without consulting the alumni office they have scheduled their own
alumni banquet at precisely the same time as the University sponsored
class reunion banquets, thereby forcing former pharmacy students
into a very difficult choice.
We find the decision to present such conflicts to be in inexcusa
bly bad taste, regardless of the reasoning involved. The fact, is
that by scheduling such conflicts the pharmacy school is asking its
members to set aside their more important loyalty to the University,
and frankly this is not the first nor, we are certain, the last time
this situation will occur.
The complex problems and arduous labor associated with stag
ing the Homecoming Parade deserve the best support that Pacific
can give — and that includes the pharmacy school, particularly since
the school's own professional fraternities are participants in the
parade.
We feel that too much of the time the school of pharmacy is
guilty of assuming an unhealthy and unwarranted aloofness to the
remainder of the University. It seems to us that about the only time
they accept their membership in the Pacific Family is when they can
trade on it to gain such previleges as preferential treatment of their
students during pre-regiistration, or when they are seeking PSA
support in the form of yearbook and newspaper coverage, or similar
benefits.
We find no excuse for such flagrant disrespect as the pharmacy
school has shown toward the remainder of the University by sched
uling direct conflicts to the Homecoming program, even if they did
plan them before the Homecoming schedule was set, as they claim.
The University should not have to build its itinerary around
their plans; rather their plans should have been made to fit the
University's program.
We think that the lack of cooperation shown in this situation
by the pharmacy administration and faculty is selfish, thoughtless,
disappointing, and completely out of keeping with the Pacific Spirit!

PSM: 'Campus Leaders Caucus'
On Tuesday evening of this week, about 120 campus leaders cau
cused to formulate the Pacific Student Movement, an organization
that, hopefully, will become a strong, articulate, and effective voice of
student concern on our campus.
We are in complete harmony with the preliminary work of the
PSM, accomplished at that meeting. (See story page 1.) We believe
that the bulk of the questions raised during that session were honest,
perceptive, important and deserving of an answer.
In addition to providing a strong student voice to negotiate
campus grievances, we see other positive aspects to the PSM. One
prime result can be a closing up of ranks among students from the
various colleges of the University, in order to work toward some
positive goals. Another result can be the injection of renewed liveli
ness into a student body that has grown pretty apathetic toward much
of college life. Perhaps, too, the PSM can help instill a new sense of
maturity and responsibility in many of the careless individuals on
campus. Finally, perhaps through PSM leadership Pacific students
can demonstrate to the administration and faculty some solid evidence
of the fact that we are young adults and no longer children needing
to be spoon-fed, by an overly protective system, which is sometimes
the case at UOP.
—Dave Frederickson

The Readers Stump
Dear Editor,
I am very concerned about the
present athletic program at Pa
cific. I disagree with the simple
dichotomy of either chuck foot
ball or agrandize it. It is clear
that the present schedule of op
ponents is asinine. Playing teams
of our own ability is not a loss of
face. But being beaten so much

is a disgrace.
I cannot blame the members
of the team or the coaches for
the losses, because I know they
are putting out their best efforts.
Nor will I blame the mythical
bird called "lack of school spirit."
After all, can one get very ex
cited over a losing team?
(Continued on page 3)
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(Ed. Note: The following response to our
editorial last week appeared Nov. 9 in the
Stockton Record as a part of the Record sports
editor's column "Perigraphs." We appreciate
his interest and would like to share his point
of views with the campus community, realizing
that not everyone has access to the Record.)
A University of the Pacific student publica
tion editorializes on football with a headline
reading: "Let's Get Big or Get Out."
It is not for us to say how UOP should
handle its football business, but this corner feels
that "Get Big or Get Out" isn't the only solu
tion. There is a third alternative.
At the moment there are any number of
colleges in California, in the Pacific Northwest
and throughout the country, some of them larg
er than Pacific, that are neither "Big" or "Out"
in football.
They are operating on a medium-key modi
fied pressure basis and enjoying it. Some of them

are even realizing a small profit and win
their share of games.
Schools such as Santa Barbara, Whit
Occidental, Cal Western, Santa Clara, Lewi
Clark, Cal Poly and Willamette — to men
a few that come to mind — may not be attt
ing huge crowds, but neither do they havi
sing the blues every Saturday night.
In this day and age of pro football, t
vision profits and big bowl gates, the st
school is up against it when it tries to com]
with the big conference institutions, especi
if the small school's high entrance requiremf
will not allow an unrestricted enrollment of f(
ball talent.
But football can be fun at any level provi(
your team can come up with a few victories,
Pacific's first
full-time coach, "Swe<
Righter, used to say: "It's better to have
undefeated season on a light schedule than
keep losing on a tough one."
Perhaps he was right.

Kranz: 'Students Show Concern; That's Gooi
(Ed. Note: The following response to last
week's editorial appeared in the Nov. 8 issue of
the Stockton Record, as a part of sportswriter
Dick Kranz's column, "Kranzberries." We feel
that his point of view is well taken and will be
of interest to the campus).
About this time of the year the leaves are
turning into delightful hues and, in recent
autumns, the game, "What's wrong with the
Pacific Tigers?," is being played.
The students on the campus, through the
voice of the Pacific Weekly, are showing con
cern. And that s good. It never hurt any situa
tion to stir things up.
A review of the familiar stalemates and
charges — too few scholarships, alleged break
ing of training rules, the larger enrollments of
the opponents, tougher UOP entrance require
ments
again are a part of conversations.
Everyone has his private opinion of what
the trouble is and there will be further opinion
of what the trouble is and there will be further
cries of distress over Pacific's 52-21 loss to San
Jose State.
Most of the conclusions toward a solution
appear complex and, perhaps, there is no real
answer as long as everything remains in a drift
ing state.
Yet, the answer is very simple, too clear.
There is no question of what comes first, the
chicken or the egg, in our modern football
society.
Pacific, with a limited number of athletic
scholarships for football, needs more talented
players and the only way this can come about
is with money. There is talent on the 1965 club

but just not enough of it in depth and numb
The money needed is for recruiting expi
es for Pacific coaches to be able to compete
a near equal basis in a highly competitive f
for top talent — top talent, that is, with gt
requirements. That player pool isn't great.
Recruiting must be the key to enroll t
player who is a step quicker; who is a few inc
taller; who is several pounds heavier; and v
can maintain the scholastic standards.
se'ectIve> fierce scramble, it takes moi
...
like in any business to compete. Where t
money can come from, well, that's the rub. 1
screen more applicants, just ii
?l°re ,unc's
00-mile radius, would seem the first
si
toward a solution.
At least that's the way it looks here.
There is a bright side in the future, 1
ever. The state colleges entrance requirem
are beginning to rise and in the not too dis
future, the talented player who couldn't t
Pacific's grade requirements probably won't
able to enroll elsewhere either to play aga
the Tigers.
However, Pacific's position in the foot
world isn t a go big or quit alternative,
hopes for the real big time are gone, bu
moderate schedule, playing a big time t(
like Air Force, Stanford, or Washington Si
once in a while, is attainable with success.
But quit football — no, no, a thousi
times no. It isn't that bad.
And if the Tigers can't draw well enoi
at home, play seven profitable guarantee gai
on the road and three at home until the athl
coffers are in better condition.

A Good Respectable Team
(Ed. Note: The following editorial ap
peared in last week's issue of the Boston
University News, as part of their Homecoming
follow-up. We felt that it is a viewpoint worth
sharing.)
Homecoming was a resounding success.
Everyone, including the usually missing stu
dents, joined substantial forces to make the
weekend festivities fast-paced, exciting, worthwhile ana well-attended.
Clearly, the tour de force of the weekend
was the football game — the marvelous, exhi
larating football game — against Rutgers, which
we won 30-0. Students, alumni faculty and
administrators alike wore gleeful expressions
at the game and afterward, and their faces
seemed to tell onlookers these individuals were
feeling a certain pride in Boston University they
had not felt before.
There was a message in these expressions —
a message that we expect will be brought home
as, over the next few months, the University
seeks financial support from alumni.

There has always been strong argumen
either side: does a winning football team r<
spark alumni giving? We believe it does,
proof of which we think will be forthcot
in the form of cash and checks after the fe<
go out. And should the winning streak bee
a happy continuum, we believe the students 1
now and those to come will be more pron
contribute with money and with moral sup]
to the University of the future.
If our assumptions about the effect of
current winning streak hold true, we bel
it will be the duty of the University to incn
its support of football.
And by support we mean both mone
and moral support. True, the goal of a unive'
is not to train athletes, or harbor those wl
ahtletic prowess alone makes them assets to
institution such as ours. But then again,
aren't asking the University to use its resou
to build our team into a member of the Big
Conference. All we want is a good, respect;
team in our league — like the one we have n
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Reader's Stump
The opinions expressed in
etters to the editor, guest ediorials, and similar material ap,earing on the editorial page do
iot necessarily represent the

views of the Pacific Weekly.
Letters to the editor are wel
comed, although they should not
exceed 250 words. We reserve
the right to edit such responses.

(Continued from page 2)
Another myth that needs des
troying is the sentimentality of
our glorious heritage.
What
does it matter what Pacific did
ten or twenty years ago? We

Page Three
must look at the present problems
with the purpose to abolish them
for next year.

Marx: Take one step backwards
in order to take three forward,
The solution I advocate:

The problem is that Pacific is
stuffing a great deal of money
down a rat-hole for football, with
no returns (in fact, many losses).
The solution to this problem is
the classical dialectic of Karl

1. Play smaller schools with
teams that are more equal to us
in strength.

Think of yourself in one of these
positions... right after graduation.
(Interested? See our man on campus. He's got a career for you.)

John Waggoner B.S. in Industrial Engi

neering, U. of C. at Berkeley.
John's first assignment was to take over
the management of an Information Oper
ator office and its 98 employees. Using
his initiative, John saw possibilities for
improving operations by rearranging cer
tain equipment and centralizing super
visory personnel. As a result, his office's
efficiency greatly increased.

Terry Westbrook B.S. in Electrical En

gineering, Stanford.
After only a few months with the com
pany, Terry was made Traffic Operating
Manager of the Marysville Long Distance
and Information office. On the job he su
pervises 120 employees who handle over
18,000 calls a day. In his position as man
ager, Terry is also responsible for the
quality of service, labor relations and
administrative activities connected with
an annual payroll of more than $425,000.

Bob Goldsmith B.S. in Electrical Engi
neering, California State Polytechnic.
Bob has a nine-man plant service crew
all his own. Together with his men, he's
responsible for seeing that over 2,000
complex customer accounts always have
smooth and uninterrupted service. He
and his crew are also responsible for the
maintenance of vital defense communi
cations systems at two military bases.

Uoyd Thorsen BJL in Philosophy, Col
lege of the Pacific.
Lloyd was assigned a particularly knotty
problem. How could the procedure for
disconnecting telephones be improved?
Lloyd made a study on his own and came
up with a set of recommendations. They
were accepted and put into effect Per
formance indexes showed a marked im
provement, customers received better
service and Lloyd was subsequently pro
moted.

BELL SYSTEM REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS DECEMBER 2

f j i ) Pacific Telephone
^

' AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

2. Divert some of the money
that is now going into football to
other sports like soccer and bas
ketball.
The first step that we must see
accomplished is to throw out the
whole schedule for future foot
ball games. It is tyrannical to
hav? games scheduled years in
advance. It is stupid to have to
play Stanford in 1967.
The second step is to improve
our total athletic program, not
only football. Football is not the
only sport that is interesting to
watch. We have great potential
in our soccer and basketball
teams.
In soccer especially there is
poor financial
support. With a
top-notch coach and bonuses to
soccer players we could have the
best soccer team in the U.S. Who
could challenge me on this state
ment if he had seen the game be
tween S.J.S., ranked one of the
top teams in the nation? Because
of Covell College we have the
personnel for soccer, but there is
much room for improvement.
These two sports, soccer and
basketball, are two areas where
more school spirit can be de-.
veloped. Football of course is
another, but this will come only
when we play teams of our own
calibre, when there is a contest.
In a way this program is a deemphasis of football, but in
others it is a re-emphasis. There
will be more support for a win
ning team. Also when we "deemphasize" football (I prefer to
call it getting realistic), we will
have extra money which can be
used for other worthwhile sports
(if you will remember, this is
what Mike Burke advocated in
his campaign speech last year).
Another thing I would like to
see at Pacific is a better program
of non-spectator sports. That is,
let's get out and compete our
selves. This calls for more em
phasis and financial
backing for
intramural sports.
Robert Cater,
Raymond College

Dear Editor:
Congratulations this week's
edition of the weekly has
changed its colors — from being
yellow to being red (or read).
I would like to make comment
on one of your news quotes. Who
does this gentleman think he is
stating that we should wait until
the end of the season to talk
over the football problem? I
would like to remind Dr. Stagg
of a few things: We, the students
help to pay his, and every other
university employee's salary. The
PSA also contributes a great deal
of money to the athletic pro
gram. Has the athletic director
developed a new theory on la
bor? According to his ideas the
employer does not have the right
to look at the employee's work
until it is completed.
Or to carry it to a further ex
treme — If one were driving to,
for instance Los Angeles, he
should not check his engine
(even if he is sure that it is
burning up) until he has com(Continued on Page 4)

Reader's Stump
(Continued from page 3)
pleted his trip. Seems like fuzzy
thinking to me.
I would like to see Pacific win
more than one game next year.
I do not feel that the responsi
bility of the losses rest with the
players — if you could have seen
the enthusiasm that most of the
ball players came up to camp
with you would have been sure
that we had a chance for a win
ning season. What happened? If
we cannot get a good job from
the staff then it is time to look
for a new staff. This is not true
only in the coaching staff but
the whole athletic program.
These are just a few ideas that
I have about the whole problem.
I think that we should thank the
players for being able to stay out
and try when they start out
against such odds. I think we
should keep this question burn
ing until someone gets a bit of
the heat to do something. The
time is now, not in the future.
J on Brown

College of the Pacific
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Page Four
It never occurred to me that ath
letics were not part of such an
experience but, that they should
play such an overwhelming part
of the total spectrum leads me
to ask this question: Taking into
consideration this particular uni
versity's problem with regard to
recruiting, scholarships, grantsin-aid, and its consistent record
of defeat (coupled with an apathic student body) and realizing
that maybe, to some people, the
ability to throw a football can
be considered a "business"—why
doesn't Pacific remove itself from
the "A" classification and come
to the full realization that this
is 1965 and not 1949!
In 1949 football might have
been considered a "business,"
integral to the perpetuation of
an institutions adequate image,
but I would hope that since then
it would have the ability to
achieve acclaim for something
other than its football team.
That our particular institution
has received such wide acclaim
for its 'cluster college" system,
music department and basketball'
team and that there are definite
ly people who gleefully "rally
'round the tower" when those
aspects of this university are
mentioned, would only seem to
denote the need for moving into
a lower classification where vic
tory might be possible and where
spirit might be regained as a re
sult of victories.

Dear Editor:
The Pacific football fan has
endured enough embarrassment
since the days of Moose Myers
when football was worth watchmg" 1
like to take this
opportunity to thank Mr. Frederickson and his staff for their
Sincerely,
incisive series of articles on Paci
Marsha Berger
fic football, or what laughingly
Ballantyne Hall
passes for football. If we're not
going to do it right, why do it
at all?
May I also take this oppor
tunity to compare this gridiron
farce with our other major ath
letic endeavor, basketball. I ask
At Homecoming we alway_
myself why I am now so indiffer
ent to football yet so avid a bas hear about Pacific's many out
ketball fan. Perhaps it is because standing alumni, but we never
I know, having played under stop to think that there are sev
Coach Dick Edwards in high eral "chips off the old blocks" in
school, that no basketball player habiting Pacific's campus today.
breaks training, that every basket
Sophomore Mike McGavren is
ball player gives 100 percent at the chip off of one of Pacific's
all times, that each guy, even if most outstanding alumni, Mr.
he doesn't give a damn for his Darren McGavren, Class of '47
school, will play his guts out for During his years at Pacific, the
his coach. I support Pacific bas elder McGavren was active in
ketball so wholeheartedly because drama, athletics, and President
I know that win or lose, this is of the student body.
dedication, this is inspiration, this
Basketball player, Don O'Dale,
is college athletics as it is meant
is following in the footsteps of
to be. Yet this very same inspira
his father, Glen O'Dale, Class of
tion and dedication which is al
'33, who played excellent basket
ways present on the basketball
ball during his time at Pacific and
court is sadly lacking on the foot
is now active on the Alumni
ball field.
I want to know why.
Board of Directors.
All those football scholarships
Jean Holt, Class of '40 and
would go a long way toward pay
head of the Student-Alumni Re
ing for a basketball pavilion.
lations Committee, has a son,
Sincerely,
David Holt, now attending Paci
Jim Norton
fic. And Dr. Harrington, Class of
College of the Pacific
35, has not one, but two sons,
Don
and Tom, now at Pacific.
Dear Editor:
Romance must have run high
In your editorial of Novem
ber 5, 1965, you come to the in the days gone by as many of
rather grim
conclusion
that Pacific's presents students had
what the University of the Paci both their parents attend Pacific.
fic should do is either "get busy
and bring back good football to
Pacific or just admit defeat and
get out of the business."
Mr. Frederickson — the uni
versity as an institution is dedi
cated to the learning experience.

PSM: Students Fire Suggestions
(Continued from page 1)
um was adjourned, the PSM
voted unanimously that faculty
would be exofficio members of
the organization. However, the
group also agreed that faculty
should express themselves
through their own groups such
as the campus AAUP.
The resolutions and the for
mation of the steering committee
came after a long and confused
debate about the policies and
organization of the PSM in the
future.
Earlier, the students present
had indicated with applause their
agreement with Stanwyck's state
ment that he thought the PSM
should deal with campus and
student problems rather than
broader issues such as Viet Nam
or civil rights.
Buzz Barber introduced a
more formalized statement of
policy for the PSM which the
group adopted: The PSM should
work for "liberalization of ad
ministrative policies, revision of
the 'in loco parentis' theory under
which the administration op
erates, thus creating more free
dom and responsibility f o r
students and positive student re
form."
Following this statement, Bar
ber also introduced a statement
concerning the temporary struc
ture of the PSM. He proposed
that a steering committee be
formed from interested students

«
at the meeting which would be
temporary, of open membership,
and of an unlimited number of
members.
Dissension became apparent
when several students suggested
that the steering committee
be composed of representatives
from each living group, their
argument being that in this way
all students would have a say in
policy discussion. Barber's pro
posal was finally passed.
Discussion then turned to an
other problem: should the gen
eral assembly of students at the
meeting discuss the problems to
be brought before the PSM, or
should such matters be submitted
in writing to the steering commit
tee for investigation.
Between suggestions like "let
the steering committee first in
vestigate what is being done at
other schools," to "have limited
forum of 15 minutes in which
Students present may simply
raise questions for the steering
committee with no discussion al
lowed," much confused parlia
mentary procedure was thrown
about.

With the meeting threa
to- end without really getti
the ground, Gene Bigler, c
the students present, sumtn
the dilemma, "If students
say something here tonight
may feel the whole meetin
not worth anything and
not wanting 'to come back."
Stanwyck also reflectec
stalemate. He said, "Wha
been happening for the last
and a half is what has been
pening for the past five ye
Pacific; we have become be
down in technicalities."
group responded and vott
follow the suggestion of ;
minute question raising p<
out of which the PSM's fit
resolutions came.
The next meeting of the
was set for Tues., Nov. ]
7:00 p.m. in Music C. At
time the steering committee
meet for a business mee
Barber commented that the
in the future will have two |
of meetings, business mee
and student forums at which
cific problems may be raise:
students.

PROPORTION WISE

Pacific Progeny

Alumni Offspring Attend UOP
Included in the results of these
Pacific romances are D o n n a
Swaggerty, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd E. Swaggerty; Joan
Henly, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Bruce Henly; Bill Russell, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Russell; and
Carol Wooten, daughten of Mr.
and Mrs. Wooten.
There are other "chips" too
numerous to mention, but to all
of you "chips" and you "old
blocks also, you have much to
be proud of in Pacific's past, pres
ent and, we hope, future.

UOP Considers
Campus Expansion

MENS SHOP
20 N. CALIFORNIA ST.

C. P. "Cap" Lambert
477-1055

From $45.00

Funds for this campus expan
sion have been raised by the
United Methodist Crusade, but it
is not certain if Pacific will ac
quire the land because San Joa
quin Delta College is also con
sidering it for purchase.

CAP'S Jewelry

For Casual 8C High Styling
Hair Fashions
6256 Pacific Avenue
477-8253

Gentlemen with a
proper sense of proportion in most
things wish their
sport jacket cut to
natural proportions,
and priced to the
proportion of their
wallets ... as is this
jacket.

The UOP Board of Regents
has requested 150 acres of state
hospital farm land from the
State Department of General
Services.

Keepsake Diamonds

Minnie's Beauty Salon

1

6036 Pacific Ave.
(IN MARENGO CENTER)

and now . . . 1718 PACIFIC

Stockton

PHONE 466-0007
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Queen Sydney's Court of Princesses
WENDY MAXON
Gamma Phi Beta

DAFFERNEEZE PITTS
Raymond College

PAT LAMB
Kappa Alpha Theta

JANET MAXWELL
Delta Gamma

1 Problem of a Schedule
By BOB HARRIS
With the grim possibility of a
epeat of last year's 1-9 record
or our football stalwarts the
uestion comes to mind, "Why
on't we schedule someone that
re might be able to beat?"
The problem of scheduling is
complex one and one which has
een becoming more and more
omplicated every year. With the
dvent of many new football
rowers among the state colleges,
he advance scheduling and comaitments are being made farther
fnd farther into the future.
The problem of scheduling is
tandled by the director of athetics. He may consult with the
loaches, the president of the
iniversity, or prominent backers
nd alumni, however in the final
malysis the responsibility rests
dth the head of the department.
According to Dr. Paul Stagg,
lirector of athletics, the UOP
chedule is quite concrete for the
text three or four seasons, and
here are commitments which exend beyond that. Most of these
ommitments include contracts
diich cannot be broken. This
leans that it would be very diffiult to make any radical changes
a the level of our opposition for
everal years.
Dr. Stagg pointed out that
lany of the teams we are having
great deal of trouble with now
fere scheduled five years ago as
'reathers in our schedule before
hey developed into the football
'owers they are now.
There has been some talk of
ttempting to develop some sort
f a football association among
ome schools more on our own
ivel of competition. This group

would function in football much
as the WCAC serves to heighten
basketball competition. Several
schools are being projected for
membership in such a group,
however at the present time any
plans are strictly in the talking
stage. Dr. Stagg said that some
of the teams which are being con
tacted for future games at this

Win-Loss Tally
Here are the won-loss records
of Pacific football in the last 20
years.

1945
0 - 7 - 1
1946
5 - 7
1947
1 0 - 1
1948
7 - 1 - 2
1949
10 - 0
1950
7 - 3 - 1
1951
6 - 5
1952
7 - 3 - 1
1953
4 - 4 - 2
1954
4 - 5

1955
5 - 4
1956
6 - 3 - 1
1957
5 - 3 - 2
1958
6 - 4
1959
5 - 4
1960
4 - 6
1961
5 - 4
1962
5 - 5
1963
2 - 8
1964
1 - 9
1965

time could possibly be included
in such a group. Such schools
as Santa Clara, USF, University
of Nevada, and UCSB are being
projected as possible future op
ponents.
Playing more schools closer to
home should also cut down on
the costs of travel and would en

Records
Phonos

DALE BARBER
Delta Delta Delta

COLLEEN CALLAWAY
Ballantyne Hall

able more students to attend the
games. Dr. Stagg also hastened
to point out that we were not en
tertaining any thoughts of drop
ping our rivalries with Fresno
State or San Jose State.
Next year's football schedule
includes Los Angeles State, West
Texas State, University of Idaho,
New Mexico State, Montana
State, San Jose State, Utah State,
Fresno State, Long Beach State
and BYU.
The schedule for 1967 will
consist of Idaho, UCSB, West
Texas State, Montana State, Utah
State, San Jose, Colorado State,
Fresno and Long Beach State.
Dr. Stagg said there was one
opening available for another
game.
In 1968 we are playing West
Texas State, UCSB, Idaho, Santa
Clara, Utah State, Colorado
State, San Jose, Stanford, and
Fresno. Dr. Stagg also said that
there are nine games already
scheduled for 1969 but the op
ponents were not to be released
as yet.

In discussing the matter of
scheduling with UOP president
Dr. Robert E. Burns, it was
learned that we have no intention
of giving up the traditional rival
ries which we now have in the
quest for some sort of an asso
ciation. Rather we would con
tinue with these, and maintain a
schedule more in keeping with
our enrollment and our academic
standing. Dr. Burns hastened to
add however, that we would still
be eager to schedule an occa
sional game with Stanford or the
Air Force or similar special
games.

Tigers — Super Quiz!
Hey Tiger! Here it is, a quiz
on the really important things in
life. Here is your chance to do
some real independent research
and thinking. Be the first in your
dorm to reach the winner's list.

become eligible for the semester
championship.
All entries be
come the property of the rules
committee and none can be re
turned.
The decision of the
judges is final.

Each and every week you'll
find thought-provoking questions
about radio, old movies, comics
and songs, with special contests
for additional prizes on particu
lar occasions. The more weeks
you win, the better your chance
for the semester grand prize!
Start winning now!

Valid contestants must be reg
istered for 6 or more units at
UOP.
Answers and winners
names will be published each
week for the previous week's
quiz.

Answers must be submitted on
3x5 cards to Dr. Brusca or Dr.
Hewitson in person not later than
96 hours after the publication of
the questions. The first 5 entries
with all correct answers will be
added to our list of winners and

The first of five excellent bene
fit films will be shown at the An
derson "Y" Center Nov. 12.
"Room at the Top," starring
Lawrence Harvey and Simone
Signoret begins the benefit series
which also includes these film
classics: "The Bridge" (Dec. 3),
"Charade" (Jan. 15), "The Vic
tors" (Feb. 18), and "Mondo
Cane" (Mar. 4).
The first film,
"Room at the
Top," is the story of a young man
of low birth moving up the lad
der of success by marrying the
daughter of the local industrial
ist, giving up along the way an
older woman he really loves. It
has become one of the most
famous films of all time, setting
the trend for the so-called 'kit

^ntkffDMtaPfu&ic

In Marengo Center

1. What was the name of the first
true rock and roll song and
who was the recording artist?
2. What was the name of Super
man's newspaper^ editor?
3. What was the real name of the
Green Hornet and the name
of his newspaper?

'Room at the Top' Comes to UOP

Components
T. V.

6130 Pacific Avenue - 477-0082

Here are this week's questions:

chen sink' school of realistic
film-making
— an English ver
sion of Italian neo-realism.
Time Magazine recommends
the movie as "a powerful, dis
turbing piece of cinema realism
. . . the dialogue is wickedly witty
and sometimes gamy. The act
ing is first
class all along the
line." The movie sports such
honors as: Best Film Award,
British Film Academy, Academy
Award for Best Actress (Simone
Signoret) and Best Screenplay
(Neil Patterson).
The Methodist Student Move
ment's Mexico work project and
the "Y" scholarship fund for
student conferences will share the
proceeds.
Admission fee is seventy-five
cents for students and faculty,
one dollar for the public. The
Y's season film
festival tickets
will not apply to the 5 benefit
films.
Showing times will be
posted in front of the Anderson
"Y" Center.

INSTANT HOMEWORK!

Pacific Tigers — Come out and
get your 10% Discount witk Stu
dent Body Cards at:
MEN'S DEPT.

rent to try—will apply—If you buy

MAC'S DISCOUNT

Adding Machines—Typewriters
San Joaquin Business Machines

114 N. California St.. Phone HO 5-5881

1015 W. Hammer Lane
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Pacific Sports
Sports Editor
Ass't. Sports Editor

— Barry Harper
----- Dave Edwards

SJS Clobbers UOP 52-21

By BARRY HARPER
Playing in their second straight
Homecoming game in the visi
tor's role, the University of Pa
cific Tigers dropped a 52-21 de
cision to host San Jose State
Spartans. The crowd of 17,325
(more than the total of UOP's
three home games to date) saw
an explosive act put on by both
teams featuring the throwing of
quarterbacks SJS's Berry and
Pacific's Tom Strain.
SPARTANS SCORE FIRST

UOP gym class recently participated in judo tournament with
San Joaquin Delta College. Pacific came out on top in the
contest.

November 12,

The Tigers once again played
brilliant ball in spots, but mental
errors and Spartan power
brought the downfall.
Pacific
kicked off and recovered a SJS
fumble on the 32-yard line. How
ever the Bengals couldn't muster
an attack and were forced to punt
after a clipping penalty set them
back 15 yards. San Jose then pro
ceeded to score on their fourth
play from scrimmage with a 74yard pass from Berry to end Ben
Ward. A mixup in the Pacific
defensive backfield cost the Ti
gers the touchdown.
After an exchange of punts, a
Spartan interception, a n d a
missed field
goal, the Bengals
gave SJS a safety when the snap
from center went over the punt
er's head and1 out of the end
zone. Pacific kicked off and the
Spartans found the range once
again on the first play with a 55yard toss to fullback Charley
Harraway from Berry.

three PAT's was good' to make

the score 17-7.
San Jose marched 66 yards in
nine plays for their third TD of

Halfback Frank Seaman
ed the ball 15 times for 51 y

to

lead

the

Bengals

on

a goal-line stand, but a holding
penalty gave the Spartans an
other chance to score, which they
did. The score at half was 31-7.

ground, while Strain filled
air 33 times for 18 comply
and 293 yards. His leading
ceiver was flanker
Greg Fe
who snared 7 passes for
yards. Other bright spots
rather dim game, were the 1
off returns of Noack and the
defensive play of Dan Fl«
Garrison, Kirby, and Barkely

The second half opened with
another bomb by SJS. The Spar
tans picked of a Strain pass to
set up their score. On their first
play they went 37 yards for the
TD.
.

Dan Flores Nairn
Tiger of the Wei

the evening. Next, they picked
off their second of four pass in
terceptions and returned it to
UOP's 3-yard line. Pacific made

Pacific's attack still wasn't go
ing anywhere as Mike Noack
punted to the 6-yard line. Again
on the first play, fullback Harra
way went 94 yards for the score.
STRAIN SETS RECORD
A Spartan fumble set up the
Tigers' secon dtouchdown, as
Dick Kirby fell on the loose ball
at the 24-yard line. Strain's pass
to Noack made it 45-14. This
pass completion was Strain's
205th of his career to break Ed
die LaBaron's long standing
record of 204.

GARRISON GALLOPS

Strain threw his second TD
pass of the game and his eighth
of the year to fullback Marv An
derson for 52 yards. Anderson
later sustained a knee injury and
will be out for the remainder of
the year.

UOP got on the scoreboard
when Vern Garrison grabbed a
lose fumble in mid-air and ram
bled 76 yards for the score.
(Somebody has been holding
back in wind sprints!) A jarring
tackle by Raydell Barkely caused
the fumble.
Strain's first
of

The final
score of the game
came on a 46-yard punt return
by San Jose's Rich Lachapella.
This game brought the Spartan's
record to 4-4 and the Tiger's to
1-6. This was the highest score
ever made by a San Jose team
against UOP.

Dan Flores, whose work on
fense was one of the few br
spots in last week's thrashing
San Jose State, has been nan
Tiger of the Week by the Pai
Quarterback Club. Dan is the!
sophomore to win the award
year.

Flores wasn't in the
lineup for the San Jose ga
but took over for starter
Irwin when Irwin was hurt
the first play of the game. Fin
shored up the middle of
Pacific line, but it was to li
avail as the defensive second
was again burned time and agi
on touchdown passes.
Flores played his high sch
ball at Lodi High, where he i
named to All-League and No«
ern California teams preparat
to playing in the North-Soi
Shrine game.
The sophomore standout 1
been a question mark when l
season began because of a la
knee. Flores injured the kneel
first week of practice for fta
man football last year and undi
went surgery for torn li gamed
A program of exercises ai
weight-lifting aimed at strengt
ening his knee has paid offI
Flores, who represents a vit
cog in Pacific's youth m oven-

Ten Top Crowds
USF - '51
Clemson — '51
Loyola — '50
Arizona St. — '58
San Jose St. — '52
Cincinnati — '58
Stanford — '54
San Jose St. — '58
UCLA — '57
_
BYU_>58

41#

31
29,

26jK
25,4

Pacific Tigers — Come out a"
get your 10% Discount with St
dent Body Cards at:
MEN'S DEPT.

COME TO OUR CHIGNON SHINDIG!
Learn how to make things happen to your hairdo without
wrestling rollers or running to a salon! See the "instant" styles
tor dress, casual and campus wear in a revolutionary new fiber
stronger than human hair and needs no professional
care. Whats more, we blend it in minutes to match your own!
PAM CARMAN, OUR CORONET CHIGNON STYLIST AT MACY'S
STOCKTON, STREET FLOOR MILINARY

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday 9:30 to 5:30
Friday; 12 p.m. - 9 p.m. Saturday: 9:30 to 5:30.
Come, watch the action on how it's done.
out under one! Priced 17.98 - 26.98
Macy's Millinery, street floor

You're sure to walk

MAC'S DISCOUNT
10X5 W. Hammer Lane
SONNET • . .

-Arthur

F R O M

$ 1 0 0

I" I.

qlicK_

reqistered jeweler-american qem societu
207e.tueber ave.-north of courthouse

0)0000
2363 PACIFIC AVE.
PHONE 466-4388
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resno Here for '65 Homecoming

|
The University of Pacific Ti
lers will be facing the Fresno
State Bulldogs for the 41st time
/hen the two teams take the field
omorrow night.
The Bengals
hut out the Bulldogs 35-0 back
n 1921 and since that time they
,ave won 17, lost 21 and tied 2.
Fresno is a young ball club
tfth 24 junior college transfers
,n the team. However, Coach
Jjiil Kruegar has brought his
gam along this season and they
w hold a 3-4 record. The Bullgs have lost to three Califor
nia Collegiate Athlete Associaion powerhouse teams — LA
te, Long Beach State, and San
tego State — plus a close det to Colorado 10-7. Their
is have been oyer Washburn
University, Montana State, and
Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo).
'} Outstanding performers for
the Bulldogs so far this season
,iave been QB Dan ^Robinson,
tkilback Harry Miller, and fulljack Bill Aston. Their offensive
ne is spearheaded by Little All'oast selection Paul Warkentin
! center.
Another person to keep an eye
n will be Ken Long, a younger
rother of Jim Long. (Jim Long
ad the distinction of scoring
gainst UOP the first time he got
is hands on the ball three years
a row). Ken is rated potenally better than his older broter.
On defense Fresno has safety
>ave Plump who 'picked off
wen pass interceptions last year
id has caught the eye of the
ro scouts. Also defensive end
ydvester Greenwood who weighs

over 245 and can run the hun
dred under ten flat will have to
be reckoned with.
An interesting note is that Bob
Van Galder, backfield coach for
the Bulldogs is an older brother
of Tim Van Galder who quarterbacked the Iowa State Cyclones
to a 38-13 win.
Last year the Bengals dropped
a 54-7 decision to Fresno as the
Bulldogs racked up a team record
in total offense with 648 yards.
A1 Melikian was the only bright
spot for the Tigers as he picked
up 88 yards with a 54-yard gallop
to highlight the evening in an
otherwise dreary game.
The Tigers have dropped five
in a row to Fresno and will be
trying to get back on the winning
track once again. It is interesting
to note when Coach Don "Tiny"
Campora played' at Pacific the
Bengals racked up impressive
wins of 55-0, 45-0, and 52-7 and
Assistant Coach Bob Denton's
last year as a Tiger saw UOP
winning 52-6. Let's hope there
is some omen to this!

Peggy Lawrence, chairman of
Mum
Sales, announces
that
Spurs will be selling mums from
9:30-4:30 and from 7 p.m. thru
the game, Nov. 13.
Mums will be available in
front of the Ad building, Covell
Hall, and at the Pacific Avenue
parade. Cost is 75 cents.
This year the mums will be
white with orange P's. Some will
have black ribbons and some,
orange ones. There is a limited
number of mums this year —
first come, first serve.

ioccer Team Faces Merritt College;
'acific Tries for Even Win-Loss Score

After losing on a last-minute
;oal to tough San Jose last week;nd, the Pacific soccer team hosts
derritt College Friday in an
ffort to climb back up to an
ven won-lost mark for the seaon. The Tigers have been strug;ling to stay at the .500 percentge since halfway through the
urrent season, and are hoping
3at a win tomorrow will boost
iem up to a winning record.
The San Jose loss came hard
or the Tigers who played their
avored guests on even terms un

til a Spartan goal with less than
two minutes left decided the con
test. The San Jose visitors, now
with a 9-2-1 record, jumped to a
quick 3-0 lead but Pacific rallied
to take a 4-3 lead in the fourth
quarter only to fall victim to the
tying and winning goals late in
the game.
Leo Pizarro, Pacific's candidate
for All-American mention, scored
three times to spearhead the Pa
cific attack and Jose Fernandez
chipped in with the other Pacific

HAWAII 1966
UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION
CAMPUS RESIDENCE OR IN
APARTMENT-HOTEL AT WAIKIKI

HOWARD TOURS

Football Attendance

UOP - Fresno State Starting Lineup
No.

87
74
63
51
65
76
86
14
41
23
33

No.

Position

Jim Stewart
John Cieuto
Phil Lowe
Bill Fortonberry
Steve Facciani
Rick Lowe
Larry Reynolds
Dan Robinson
Harry Miller
Curtis Frazier
Bill Aston

LE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
RE
QB
HB
HB
FB

Bruce Coslet
Bob Locatelli
Harold Siler
Jerry Van Lengne
Skip Cain
Bill Proffit
Bob Ricioli
Tom Strain
Frank Seman
Gary Woznick
A1 Melikian

83
77
60
54
62
79
85
14
25
88
24

'60 Team Was a Productive One
Among those celebrating their
reunion this Homecoming week
end are the members of the 1960
football team, one of the last to
play exciting ball for the orange
and black. Five years ago, Pa
cific was in the midst of a win
ning, 5-4, football season.
That year, the Tigers counted
such powers as San Jose State
and Idaho among their victims,
and lost a squeaker to tough
Iowa State.
The 1960 squad sent six men
into pro ball and five team mem
bers went into football coaching.
Carl Kammerer, Herm Urenda,
Wayne Hawkins, Bob Denton,
and Willie Hector went into the
play-for-pay business while Ed
Sowash, Bob Sapp, Bob Mazzuca,
Bob Long, and Chuck Verduzco
set out to train future gridiron
greats.

BECHLOFF'S
BEAUTY SALON
2106 PACIFIC AVENUE

Coached by Jack Myers, the
1960 football team started off the
season by beating Hawaii 28-20.
Then they traveled to Washing
ton State to be humiliated 56-12
to the Huskies who were paced
by pro great Keith Lincoln.

The following is a record of
the paid attendance at Pacific
home football games since 1950.
This does not include student
body card holders or complimen
tary tickets.
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964 ...

L

J

65,534
116,497
58,072
51,165
53,421
54,859
52,996
61,220
98,476
68,710
36,565
19,905
32,685
17,967
17,674

Pacific Tigers — Come out and
get your 10% Discount witk Stu
dent Body Cards at:

MACS DISCOUNT
MEN'S DEPT.
1015 W. Hammer Lane

THE VILLAS LA I

The Tigers returned home
from that licking to dazzle Idaho
25-14 behind the passing of Bob
Gatiss. After losses to Marquette
and Utah State, Pacific bounced
back to top Villanova to even
their record at 3-3.
After a 14-6 loss to Iowa State
that was a moral victory if noth
ing else, the Tigers took on the
third-ranked U n i v e r s i t y of
Washington and came out on the
short end of a 55-6 score. All
was not lost, however, as Pacific
downed traditional rival San Jose
State in the season finale.

For That
"ADDED TOUCH"
TO YOUR
HOMECOMING WEEKEND

PHONE 465-3497

A-1 S T A R T S T H E ACTION WITH S T Y L E !

THE TRIM

(but not too slim)

TAPERED
AUTHENTIC
IVY SLACKS
NO-IRON

GU A R A N T E E D

NEVER NEEDS IRONING

% Ja| I(ftfouj
The collector prizes the
versatility of VILLAGERS® . . .
their understated at-homeness
wherever they are. But
everyone needs at least one
wildly glorious dress that would
never feel at home raking
leaves or mastering economic
theory. Here it is, in smoothly,
lightly shaped cotton
velveteen printed with large
brilliant flowers . . . Orange,
Gold, Pink. Sizes 6 to 16.

Representative on University of the Pacific

Mrs. Edith S. Adkins
HOUSEMOTHER AT COVELL HALL
Tel. 466-3581

ONLY $25 DEPOSIT
REFUNDABLE IF MEMBER CANCELS

At SHARP men's stores that carry the LATEST or write:
A-1 Kotzin Co., 1300 Santee St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90015

2019 Pacific Avenue

.

.-.i
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Burns Defines American Educational Dilemrtio

Dr. Robert E. Burns was re
cently privileged to speak before
350 of the nation's leading indus
trialists and 150 of her most
prominent college presidents at
the National Newcomen Dinner
in New York City honoring
Higher Education in the United
States.

Bob Dewitt, freshman guard from Susanville, scores for Pacific
frosh in practice contest against Castle Air Force Base.

Dr. Eiselen

Pacific Faculty Offers Tribute
The memorial statement in
honor of the late Dr. Malcolm
R. Eiselen was the first order of
business at the Faculty Meeting
held Tuesday afternoon. Dr.
Malcolm H. Moule, Chairman
of the Faculty, read the state
ment:
"THE FACULTY OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACI
FIC in session November 9, 1965
now pauses in tribute and with
great sorrow to honor the memo
ry of MALCOLM ROGERS
EISELEN, who for thirty-eight
years was a beloved teacher at
the University of the Pacific.
WHEREAS,

our departed col-

league

MALCOLM

ROGERS

EISELEN has been a devoted
member of

the Pacific faculty

and has rendered unselfish serv
ice in the execution of his duties.
THEREFORE, BE IT RE
SOLVED, that the Faculty
makes this a permanent record
as an expression of our sense of
less of a valued friend and asso
ciate, and take this means to ex
press our sympathy and condol
ences to his family in their hour
of sadness. Malcolm Herbert
Moule, Chairman of the Faculty
and Robert E. Burns, President.

Lugo says: A good pizza is like a woman, it must be
chilled and warmed, foundled and beaten — caressed
and cajoled — but, like a woman, it is well worth the
trouble."
TRY A LUGO PIZZA AND YOU'LL SEE!
//

Acclaimed the finest by those who know"

121 E. Fremont

As Chairman of Independent
College Funds of America, Inc.,
Dr. Burns took the opportunity
to thank industry for its support
— both moral and financial — of
higher education in the United
States, and to outline the pro
gress and hopes of American edu
cational institutions.
It is popularity believed that
American national prominence
revolves to a great extent around
its faith and action through all
levels of education, noted Dr.
Burns. Therefore for security
reasons it is important to be
aware of American educational
conditions.
Referring to Mr. Walter Lippmann Dr. Burns drew a parallel
between our US educational sys
tem and our military establish
ment. "We have to do in the
educational system something
very like what we have done in
the military establishment during
the past fifteen years," he said.
"We have to make a break
through to a radically higher and
broader conception of what is
needed and of what can be done.
Our educational effort today,
what we think we can afford, what
we think we can do, how we feel
entitled to treat our schools and
our teachers — all of that — is
Pacific Tigers — Come out and
get your 10% Discount with Stu
dent Body Cards at:
MEN'S DEPT.

MACS DISCOUNT
1015 W. Hammer Lane

SKI

TIPS

A little old item that no one
seems to pay much attention.
Goggles! Glsses! What a
difference they can make to
your skiing.
You cannot ski well if you
are squinting b e c a u s e of
bright glare — nor can you
ski well with sun burned eyes
after having "squinted" into
the bright glare for a day or
two.
You cannot ski well with
snow flakes sitting your eyes
or in flat grey light unless you
save yellow, amber or ice blue
lenses to bring out the con
trast so the bumps don't push
your knees into your chin.
All things considered, you
will ski much better and en
joy it much more if you are
set with good equipment and
this means having good glass
es or goggles.

i the
u— same
still in approximately
position as was the military eftort
of this country before Pearl Har
bor.
"In 1940," he went on, "our
armed forces were still at a level
designed for a policy of isolation
in this hemisphere and of neu
trality in any war across the two
oceans. Today the military es
tablishment has been raised to a
different and higher plateau, and
the effort that goes into it is enor
mously greater than it was in
1940.
"Our educational effort, on the
other hand, has not yet been
raised to the plateau of the age
in which we live. Luckily there
is an enormous margin of luxury
in this country against which we
can draw for our vital needs," he
added.
Dr. Burns reemphasized Lippmann's plea that we meet our ed
ucational war more prepared than
we've met some of our military
wars.
He congratulated the basic
quality of the US's dual educa
tional system, but added to that
an outline of its problems. Most

outstanding is independent hp
er education's need for more Pii
vate subsidy. According to 5,
Council for Financial Aid to ^
ucation, private business cotp0t.
tions should be able to doul|,
their present $250,000,000 antiu.;
contribution which would taf
governmental pressure off ,
educators.
This emancipation, Dr. BuJ

concluded, would allow educator
to concentrate on educating „
ther than on governmental I;
search and educational ideal dj,
tates. In the end, of course, j
dustry is supposed to benefit |>
receiving a variety of excellent
trained men and women.
Finally President Burns es|
pressed the hope that the "insi
arable partnership between pvate industry and higher edu&
tion would grow ever closer ft
the mutual benefit of all cot
cerned."
THE HOUSE
OF QUALITY

1603 PACIFIC AVENUE

Phone 463-4952
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WANTED

1 0 0 0 COEDS
To Receive

Absolutely Free
8 Pair Of Beautiful
IMPORTED EARRINGS
Pierced or Non-pierced
-AT-

Stockton, California

Pizza

Spaghetti
Raviolis
Salads
Hamburgers Cheeseburgers Rib-Eye Steak
Orders to take out 463-6544

17=*!

Open 11 A.M. Daily

^145 W. Alder
Stockton, Califiornia

2224 PACIFIC AVENUE
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Lomax: Race Humanitarian Visits

Author, television personality
and lecturer Louis E. Lomax will
be speaking on campus Nov. 15
and 16.
Lomax, a native of Valdosta,
Georgia, began his career in
journalism while still in his teens.
In high school he entered and
won a contributors contest held
by the Valdosta Daily Times.
At Paine College in Augusta,
Lomax was editor of the campus
paper. He later served as Assist
ant Professor of Philosophy at
Georgia State College in Savan
nah.
After further graduate
work at Yale, Lomax became a
feature writer for the AfroAmerican and the C h i c a g o
American.
His articles have appeared in
most of the major magazines in
cluding Life, Look, The Saturday
Evening Post, the Nation, The
New Leader, and Harper's.
Lomax is author of three best
sellers. The Reluctant African,
won him the Saturday Review
Annisfield-Wolf Award for 1960.
•' His second book The Negro Re
volt is considered to be the didi-

nity work on race relations today.
When the Word is Given, has
sold over twenty-five thousand

The first Negro to appear on
television as a newsman, Lomax
has also made appearances on the
Jack Paar Show, Open End, The
Merv Griffin Show, and Camera
Three. He now has his own
weekly Sunday evening television
show from Los Angeles.
He is a veteran of such crises
as Little Rock, Clinton, Tennes
see, the Emmett Case, and the
recent Watts riots.

LOUIS E. LOMAX

copies and is considered a classic
study of the Black Muslim move
ment.
Recipient of many honors, Lo
max has been named to Who's

oseph Rupley Chosen New Regent,
'mployed as Treas. of Safeway Stores
President Robert E. Burns anounced this week that Mr.
oseph W. Rupley of Orinda has
>een elected to the Board of Re:nts at UOP. This thirty-six
nember board is the legal gov
erning body of the University.
Mr. Rupley, treasurer of Safe
way Stores Incorporated in San
;rancisco, was elected at a recent
neeting of the Board on the
JOP campus. He is a graduate
>f Whitman College in 1923, is
aarried and has one son. Anither son was killed in Caracas,
/enezuela, early this year when
'olice mistook him along with
[tree other Peace Corps com
panions riding in a jeep as terlorists.
A former newspaper writer in
Spokane, Washington, Mr. RupfY served as personnel officer for

17

Who in America, Ebony maga
zine elected him one of the one
hundred most influential men in
America today and he has been
awarded three honorary doctor
ates for work as a writer and hu
manitarian.

the Farm Credit Administration
of Spokane, and as Chief Field
Representative for the Far West
ern States and the Pacific Ocean
Area for the United States Bu
reau of Budget. He has been
associated with Safeway Stores
since 1953.
BURGER BASH
Barbecued hamburgers, baked
beans, and potato chips will be
the featured attractions at Tri
Delta's Burger Bash Sunday
night from 5 - 7 p.m. in their
chapter room.
The price is #1 for all you can
eat, and a band will provide a
little mood music. Tickets are
available in the living groups and
at the door. The money will go
toward Tri Delta's annual schol
arship award and service project.

Campus Crush: Brushed Wool
•H/.

Lomax will be staying in Covell College. He will speak to
the 2 p.m. race relations class,
and attend a coffee hour in An
derson "Y" at 4 p.m. At 8 p.m.
he will speak in the Conservatory,
and hold a talk back in the "Y"
at 9 p.m. On Nov. 16, Lomax
will speak to the 10 a.m. correc
tions class.
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WUS Sponsors Third Festival
Plans for Pacific's third annual
International Festival are swing
ing into effect. The date has been
set for Dec. 10 and 11 at the An
derson "Y" Center.
The past two festivals have
been highly successful in trans
porting international flavor
and
fling into ' the heart of the uni
versity community. A varied in
ternational program of activities
is scheduled for this year in
hopes of continuing this success.
The world gift bazaar with its
variety of articles perfect for
Christmas giving, an authentic
coffee house providing guest folk

Seniors and students interested
in foreign trade and world busi
ness can discuss current interna
tional development and prospects
with Dr. Robert L. Gulick, Jr. on
Nov. 18.
Gulick, dean of admissions and
registrar for the American Insti
tute for Foreign Trade, will talk
about his school's intensive nine
month program of postgraduate
study. He will point out the job
opportunities open to grads in
this international field.
He will
also interview applicants in con
junction with Pacific's Placement
office.
The American Institute for
Foreign Trade is the only school
in the USA which exclusively
trains college grads for effective
performance in industry, govern
ment, and social service through
out the free world. It fosters in
ternational understanding by de
veloping mutually satisfactory
business and cultural relation
ships, on a person-to-person basis.
The Institute recently affiliated
with the American Management
Association.
This is a 32,000
member, free enterprise group
which has a special division de
voted to international commerce.
It not only represents American
interests abroad, but gives AIFT
graduates opportunities for a
greater variety of positions.
The Institute's curriculum em

phasizes languages, area studies,
and world trade and banking.
Language classes are taught by
native teachers and are limited to
eight students. International
business courses are taught by
scholars who have had at least
ten years' experience as execu
tives in foreign lands.
Dean Gulick has been a lec
turer at the Institute of Econom
ics at Cal, economist with the

Carnegie Endowment for Inter
national Peace, and U.S. Customs
officer. He has also spent more
than a decade in Tripoli, North
Africa, before assuming his cur
rent position at AIFT.
Those wanting more informa
tion can contact J. A. Thomas,
Director of Placement, at the
Placement Office, North Quad
Social Hall.

Dr. Schilling Presents Organ Recital
Program of French, German Music
Pacific's organist and carillonneur, Dr. Charles Schilling, will
present his tenth annual fall or
gan recital, a program of French
and German organ music, Tues.,
Nov. 16 at 8:15 p.m. in the Con
servatory.

Dr. Schilling joined the Uni
versity of the Pacific in 1956 and
is now chairman of the depart
ment of applied music.

Since he

came to Pacific, organ enrollment
has risen five

times what it was

when he began with the Con
The program will feature an
organ mass from the 18th century
by Francois Couperin, "Messe
Solemnelle."
From the 19th
century, Dr. Schilling will play
J. S. Bach's "Prelude and Fuge
in E Minor," and Brahms' "Pre
lude and Fuge in G Minor." Se
lections from "The Nativity
Suite" by Olivier Messiaen will
present contemporary organ com
positions.

Say it Best

from the AVENUE
FLOWER SHOP
where you get the
BEST IN FLOWERS AND SERVICE
MEN'S CLOTHIER

singers and international enter
tainment, and the cinema art's
showing of "Candide," Voltaire's
stinging satire are all a part of
this year's plans.
The festival is sponsored by
the World University Service
(WUS), the Anderson "Y" Cen
ter, International Student Club,
and the Association of World
Affairs.
Income will provide
"Y"
conference
scholarships,
functional expenses for the In
ternational Club, money to send
Pacific delegates to the Model
United Nations and donation for
WUS activities.

Gulick Talks of Foreign Trade, World Bnsiness

Flowers

**
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servatory.
Two

practice

organs

and

a

harpsichord have been added to
the

organ

music

department

since Dr. Schilling came ten years
ago.

Also since 1963, Dr. Schil

ling has been heard every eve
ning at 5:30 with his daily caril
lon concert from Burns Tower.
A

Fellow

of

the

American

Guild of Organists, Dr. Schilling
is a graduate of Carleton College,
and holds a master's and doctor's
degree

in

sacred

music

from

Union Theological Seminary in
New York.
Prior

to

joining the

Pacific

faculty, he was minister of music
at the First Church of Christ in
Springfield, Mass., and a mem
ber of the faculty of Mount
Holyoke College and Springfield
College.
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Volunteer Bureau Can Fill Free Time

The Volunteer Bureau of
Greater Stockton is offering op
portunities to work with and
learn from the blind, the deaf,
the retarded, the culturally de
prived and uneducated adults.
Volunteers are needed who have
as little as one hour of free time
per week.
• To drive the blind to classes
Mondays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays 9:00-10:00 a.m., 2:303:30 p.m., 5:00-6:00 p.m.
® As teachers aids for retard
ed children's classes, tutoring,
gardening, woodworking, arts
and crafts, beauty care and
grooming
projects 9:00-12:00
noon.
® As teachers aids for deafretarded children (experience,
especially with preparing visual
teaching aids desired) 9:00-12:00
noon.
• As resocialization workers
for moderately retarded young
adults (program includes arts
and crafts, music, beauty care,

grooming and recreation proj
ects) Thursday 1:00-3:00 p.m.
® As teacher's aids in the
Stockton Unified School Dis
trict's program for culturally de
prived children one morning a
week 9:00-11:30 a.m.
© For adult sewing class
Wednesday 2:30-4:30 p.m.
(knowledge of Spanish desir
able).
® To translate school primers
from English into Spanish (Mex
ican) .
• To teach remedial reading.
• To teach adult basic educa
tion (must speak Spanish) Tues
day and Thursday 7:00-8:30
p.m.
®To do library work any time
between 8:00-5:00.
® As assembly leaders (must
be able to sing or play an in
strument) .
• To collect magazines for
classroom use.
Many non-profit agencies need
volunteers to serve as typists,
clerks and receptionists. The
hours are flexible;
however, the
volunteer's donated time must be

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

scheduled in order for the agen
cy to plan its work assignment.

Students interested in volun
teering their time and skills
please call the Volunteer Bureau,
465-5991, Wednesday through
Friday 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

St. Michael's Plans
Reorganization
St. Michael's Planning Board
recently met with Dr. Burns and
reported that as of November
first Dean Wayne Grey would be
officially dismissed from the col
lege. His duties as co-ordinator
of planning will be assumed and
divided up by the rst of the
board.
According to Dr. Burns, St.
Michael's will be going through
a peroid of reorganization and
adjustment to its new planning
methods now, and, consequently,
will reduce its activity.
Because another group has applied for the use of the St.
Michael's buildings across Paci
fic Avenue, which are not now
being put to their maximum use,
the college's secretary and head
quarters may be transferred back
to the main campus.
Eventually the board should be
solidly organized, indicated Pres
ident Burns. Then it will proceed
with its development plans, with
the additional help of President
Burn's personal public relations
aid.
,
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Spurs See life from Mount'
Miss Brenda Robinson and
Miss Virginia Short were the
speakers at the Spurs Regional
Convention banquet last Satur
day night. Each spoke in a dif
ferent ton eon theme "Live as
on a Mountain."
Miss Robinson, former Pacific
speech instructor and senior ad
visor to Spurs, was the keynote
speaker. She spoke as if she were
in actuality, "living on a moun
tain," sharing her observations
with the audience.
Using a poem by Wilfred A.
Peterson, she emphasized that
when one lives as on a mountain
"his perspective is broad, his out
look far reaching." She spoke of
one living with his "head in the
clouds" as she stressed the im
portance of taking time to think
and contemplate. "But his feet
are bedded in the solid rock of
fart and reason."
Miss Virginia Short, professor
of music history at Pacific, also
addressed the Spur Convention

So light they float on water!
BATES FLOATER BOOTS
Are you a man who likes the smart look
and solid support of a boot—but who
demands weightless comfort as well?
Well, then. Bates Floater Boots were
designed especially for you ... in your
choice of smooth glove or soft brushed
leathers.

When you can't
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits
with I\IODOZTM
NoDoz Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. NoDoz helps restore
your natural mental vitality...helps
quicken physical reactions. You be
come more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Yet
NoDoz is as safe as coffee. Anytime
.. .when you can't afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits with NoDoz.

yr^vo i (V)c
2323 Pacific Avenue

Innano

SAFE AS COFFEE

banquet. In her speech, entitl
"A Freshman Fable," she not<
tongue in cheek, would not apf
to the Spurs, a sophomore wo
en's honorary.

In her fable, Miss Short i
troduced a freshman girl, Elea
or, attending a college "wi
those ivy-covered brick builditi
and the wall that seemed to e
close it." Eleanor had thr
roommates, a wealthy socialite,
blind girl, and a Negro girl.

From her first year in collej
Eleanor learned, "It is not
man's creeds, but in his deed
not in his knowledge, but in h
wisdom; not in his power, buti
his sympathy, that there lies tl
essence of whatsoever is true at
good in the human race." (I
York Powell)

Miss Short left the Spur
attending from all over Calif®
nia, with the directive: Do »
strive for success — strive to I
a person of greater value
(Einstein)

A HOME AWAY FROM HOME

R I C E ' S AVENUE DI^UGS
Pacific at Pine Streets
Need advice?
Have any problems?
We try to be Friends to all — and help if possible.

Relink"

pharmacists, trained cosmetisians, fast delivery personnels, (tft"
too); a large stock and a big desire to please. Help us to help yoi
OPEN 9 A.M. TO 8 P.M. WEEKDAYS
SUNDAYS 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Emergencies Any Hour Using our regular
phone 466-3433
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Former Berkeley Housemother Views
Pacific's Campus, Students, Greeks
Alpha Chi Omega's new houseI mother Mrs. Kay Knadler finds
"there is quite a difference be
tween college life at Cal and at
Pacific.
"The first thing I noticed was
that the boys wore shoes and
dressed neatly and that the girls
looked so cute. This was quite
different," says Mrs. Knadler,
"from my last six years when I
was housemother at Alpha Delta
Pi on the Berkeley campus. It
was even different from my five
years before that when I was
housemother at Alpha Phi on
SC's campus. I kept wondering
to myself if these students always
dressed this way."
She then
adds, "They still do."
Alpha Chi Omega's house
mother was impressed with Pa
cific's still, peaceful campus. "I
think that this is good because
students can develop their inter
ests and their ways of-life with
out interference. This is an opIportunity to prize. Students here
do not realize what a privilege
this is."
Mrs. Knadler also noticed a
difference in the structure of the
sororities on the two campuses.
'Here, my girls assume almost
11 the responsibilities, which is
ood because the house belongs
> them. What I say is not imrtant, providing everything is
vithin the rules. All I do is to

see that they are well fed and
that they have a harmonious
home. If I can't do that then I
have no use being here," reveals
Mrs. Knadler.
She also says that her feelings
about sororities have not changed
— regardless of the campus. "I'm
a firm
believer in sororities be
cause they are so constructive.
They give the girls an opportun
ity to mature gracefully within
the very best surroundings pos
sible."

§

After-Dinner Talks
At Covell College
After dinner speakers have
jeen added to Covell College's
ITiursday night dress dinner,
tourtesy of Rubin Ortino, junior
md caretaker of the college.
Ortino, inspired by Raymond's
"dightable, decided1 at the begui
ling of this academic year, to do
vhat he could to institute a simiir program at Covell. "It is
ery good to eat and share to
other," he said. "All people
hould share."

«

A variety of speakers on a
ariety of subjects is planned for
his year's dinners. It is Ortino's
•elief that an education should
nclude knowledge in a great
lumber of fields, so he has planied for talks on everything from
economics to literary criticism. So
ar the speakers have been from
>ur campus. Drs. Beckwith and
IP ash were mentioned.
Dr.
-raves and Dr. Doran, who is
oming from Sacramento State,
te on the agenda for the future,
^s Ortino is just organizing this
'roject, he has no assistants yet.
The Thursday night talks seem
° be quite successful, according
him. Almost three quarters of
- college has attended them,
rtino hopes to elaborate his
roject this year and continue it
ext year. At present the prorams are open only to Covell
liege students.

J

How, When Behind 'Weekly' News
By SYLVIA CHAPELLE
Every Friday students on cam
pus can be seen with their noses
to the "news" of the latest edi
tion of the Pacific Weekly. Hot
off the press, the campus news
paper offers a chance for students
and faculty to recap the events
of the week and to be informed
of those in the future, but few
realize the great magnitude of the
operation of the Weekly.
Working frantically with dead
lines, budgets, and the limitless
supply of campus news, approxi
mately 35 energetic members of
the Pacific Weekly staff combine
all efforts to produce the eight,
twelve, or sixteen page issue dis
tributed to roughly 3000 people
each week.
This involves hindsight as well
as foresight sometimes. Begin
ning after the paper is distributed
on Friday, the staff prepares copy
for next week's paper.
Monday the copy for Friday's
paper is sent to the printer. That
evening the editorial staff meets
to work out the details for that
week's paper as well as the one
to be distributed the following
Friday. Wednesday the individ
ual pages are arranged as they

will appear for publication, and
proofing of the paper is done on
Thursday. v
Is is on these two days that
the trials and tribulations of
being a newspaperman really
come to bear. Such complica
tions and frustrations as too
many ads or not enough copy are
the cause for a few more gray
hairs.
If the Weekly expands to
a 12 or a 16 page issue, Friday
morning finds a crew of people
at the printers to "stuff" the pa
per with the extra inserts.
Prior to this time, the reporters
and advertizing salesmen have
been exercising their "nose for
the news" and their powers of
persuasion. The newspaper is
organized on a system of beats so
the gathering of news attempts to
cover specific areas of interest to
the student body.
The Pacific Weekly staff is
comprised of an editorial staff of
ten, approximately 12 regular re
porters, from 5 to 8 special re
porters who write in a specific
field, 3 advertising salesmen and
a manager, and a business staff
of two.
An average 8 page paper costs

approximately $419, a 12 page
paper of which there will be 6
this year runs $638, and the first
attempt in the Weekly's history
for a 16 page edition of which
there will be four amounts to
$840 per issue.
This does not include the
money above these figures
per
issue for pictures or special lay
outs. For example, the 23 pic
tures used in the two page lay
out of the student leaders in the
Oct. 8 edition amounted to $85
alone, not including the 14 other
pictures which appeared in that
paper.
Depending on its size and
whether it was taken with a
Polaroid or standard camera, the
minimum price for each picture
is from 2 to 4 dollars. Any late
copy received after Wednesday is
figured at 30c per inch.
The total budget of the Pacific
Weekly for the year is $19,000,
45% of which is derived from
advertisements with the remain
der coming from the PSA. The
editor and business manager re
ceive a rebate of $250 and $225
respectively per semester plus
from 1 to 4 units for their work
on the paper.

Special Student Tickets For S.F. Symphony
MRS. KAY KNADLER

Through special arrangements
with the San Francisco Symphony

Quad Phones
Price House

1
2
3
Farley House
1
2.
3
Wemyss House 1.
2
3.
Ritter House
1_
2
3
Casa Werner
1
2
3
1
Cast Jackson
?.

3
Ballantyne Hall 1
7
3
Quad W
1
7.
3
Quad T
1
7
3
Quad V
1
2
3

Association

UOP students are

again able to purchase season tic

_

462-9824 kets for the regular San Fran
-9594
cisco Symphony season this win
-9128
462-9808 ter.
-9458
-9146
T h e special season tickets
462-9176
which are for Wednesday nights
-9270
are
for the regular programmed'
-9809
462-9559 concerts which will appear on the
-9231
-9485 Symphony subscription series, not
. 462-9321 a special watered down concert
-9561
series. They are available at bet
......
-9688
462-9823 ter than 50% off of the regular
-9607 season ticket prices.
-9752
462-9326
-9488
PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY
-9717
v _. 462-9037
For those interested in psycho
-9191
logy, there will be a meeting at
.
-9271
462-9346 7:00 p-m., Mon., Nov. 15 in An
-9400 derson Lecture Hall. Dr. W.
-9567
462-9614 Mitchell will discuss hypnosis
-9746 and give a demonstration.
-9700

The San Francisco Symphony,
under Josef Krips, is fast return
ing to its former position as one
of the two major orchestras in the
world and this is a rare oppor
tunity indeed.
Also included on the program
is a rather fine selection of guest
artists and conductors who will
make special appearances with the
orchestra.
Included among these are
Ruggiero Ricci and Isaac Stern,
violinists, pianists Leon Fleisher
and John Browning, and the
composer Igor Stravinsky who
will conduct several of his own
works, including the Rite of
Spring. The rare chance to see
Stravinsky, who is now in his
eighties and still going strong

would make the season memor
able.
The music covers a wide range
of composers and periods, with
special attention being to the
German wing of the literature.
Beethoven, Brahms, and Mahler
are well represented, although
there are liberal sprinklings of
Tchaikovsky and Berlioz as well.
Once the available tickets have
been sold, arrangements will be
made to organize a car pool. The
season begins the first Monday in
December and runs through the
middle of May, with concerts al
most every week. The prices for
the entire season range from $20
to $33.25 depending on the seat
location.

- OPEN 11 a.m. TO 9 p.m. DAILY -

THE SIZZLER NO. 31
IN LINCOLN CENTER
848 Benjamin Holt Drive
Eugene & Ruby Steele

Hamburger
Sandwich
VA Pound

LANGUAGE TAPES
The Modern Language De1 artment has available tapes and
Jixts for Italian, Russian, JapaI ese, and Arabic. They are for
I se of the University community
nd are available in the language
I horatory.
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477-7807

Steak Sandwich
Jumbo
with
j
Burger JQf F r e n c h
M yO f
Freeh Fries M

m % Fries

for shirts, shifts,
shirtdresses, sweaters, & bathing suits

V /I

'/a LB. GROUND ROUND STEAK
$ .69
Sizzler Top Sirloin Steak
1.19
New York Cut Steak
1-39
Above Orders Served With Fries Or Baked Potato
Roll and Butter

Try This! A Steak You Can't Afford To Miss

H \yjL

j-fuuAX.
1700 Pacific Avenue t- 466-4181
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Tigers Travel 'Out of This World
Alum Professors and Administrators
Recognized by Eight Pacific Classes
Homecoming Las special sig
nificance to alumni of 1925, 1930,
1935, 1940, 1945, 1950, 1955, and
1960 whose classes will be honor
ed this year.
Eight of these honored alumni
not only have been active stu
dents but have been active profes
sors and administrators at Pacific.
The class of 1950 has the largest
number of these alumni. Monroe
Hess, of the business-economics
department, was the PSA presi
dent in 1950 and appeared in
"Who's Who in American Col
leges."
Don (Tiny) Campora, head
football coach, was an outstand
ing athlete and appeared in
"Who's Who in American Col
leges." Stanworth Beckler, of
the music department, has writ
ten the opera "The Outcast of
Pokerflats." Robert R. Winterberg, financial vice president, was
another member of this class.
Donald Smiley, alumni and par
ent director, was made an honor
ary member of this class because
he worked so hard.
The class of 1960 also has
alumni on our campus. Gerald
(Jerry) Weaver, news director,
appeared in "Who's Who in
American Colleges."
Richard
(Dick) Williams, dean of men,
was an active part of the debate
squad. Robert (Bob) Denton,
football coach, was a former foot
ball player.

11:00 Homecoming Registration
— Robert E. Burns Tower
11:30 All-Alumni Luncheon —
Pacific Gym
1:00 F r aternity and Sorority
Alumni Meetings
1:00 Campus tour of new clus
ter college facilities for

The 1940 class was the last
class to graduate under the four
year program before Pacific com
bined with Stockton Junior Col
lege. The 1945 graduates had a
small class which was composed
of many military students on V12 program due to World War
II. The class of 1950 marked
football fame at Pacific and the
return of many World War II
veterans.
The 1955 class had an even
larger enrollment of veterans,
both from World War II and
Korea. The 1960 graduates were
the last ones to graduate from the
College of the Pacific, before the
formation of the cluster colleges.

those not involved in
house meetings
2:00 Homecoming Parade —
Pacific Avenue
4:00-4:30 Reunion Receptions
5:30 Reunion Banquets
8:00 Homecoming f o o t b a l l
game—Fresno State Bull
dogs vs. Pacific Tigers
Pacific Memorial Stadium
10:30 All-Alumni Victory Ball
Stockton Hotel

Royal TIRE SERVICE
HERS'S A TIRE OFFER ONLY A
U. S. ROYAL TIRE DEALER CAN GIVE YOU

roaring tiger horn

FREE-

What do faculty alumni
cific remember about Hon
ing when they were atti
UOP?
In most cases, g
awful lot! Just the same,|
what a few of them were;
recall about their now too.(
tant past.
Dr. Donald Duns, 1958

The 1925 class began their
college days in San Jose, moved
with the college to Stockton, and
was the first class to graduate at
the new location.
The 1930
graduates lived frugally through
the depression days. The class
of 1935 looked forward to better
days and the realization of their
hopes.

Homecoming Schedule
9:00 Past P.S.A. Presidents
Board of Directors and
Fund Council Breakfast

Faculty Alums
Marauders, Spi

Special activities such as re
unions, banquets, and receptions
have been planned for all these
honored alumni.
Seeing old
friends, looking at old "Naranjados," and talking about "back
when," will revive alumnus' mem
ories of their class activities. Each
of these honored classes marked
an important milestone in the de
velopment of the University of
the Pacific.

Clamp it on bikes,
scooters, cars. Grab
the tail and it roars to
"clear the road for a
tiger!"

Imperial Potentate and Mrs. Barney Collins returned this week
to Stockton. Potentate Collins is a former Stocktonian and
alumnus of Pacific. While here he was an active debator.

Potentate of Shrine UOP Alum

Pacific has boasted having im
portant and well-known students
during the past decades — this
week another, The Imperial
Potentate of the Shrine of North
America, returned for his home
coming reception.
Barney W. Collins, leader of
the North American Shriner pro
gram and leader of 837,000
Shriners, was honored Wednes
day by the Ben Ali San Joaquin
Shrine Club with a reception at
the Stockton Civic Auditorium.
While visiting Stockton, Col
lins met with President Robert E.
Burns to discuss plans for explor
ing possibilities for carrying over
interest in the Masonic group,
DeMolay, to the college level.
Dr. Burns has been appointed to
head the National committee.
Collins traces his connection
with Pacific to the years he spent
as a student, interested in oratory
and debate. While at Pacific he
was awarded a degree of honor
of Pi Kappa Delta, national de
bate fraternity.
For the past several years, Col
lins has sponsored the oratorical
and essay contests for Demolay
members. The organization is for
youths between 14 and 21.
Prior to his election as Im
perial Potentate, Collins was a
member of the Board of Direc
tors of the fraternity and has
also worked with the Shriners
Hospital for Crippled Children.
After Pacific, Collins went on
for further study at the Univer
sity of Mexico where the presi
dent of a steel company heard
him debate in Spanish. The man

340 N. WILSON WAY

466-3769

Irrtano

Open All Day Saturdays

Presently Collins' interests in
Mexico are turning to land de
velopment, and he is working
with President Rodriguez of
Mexico on a large project.

Fresno State - Commuter Campus
Three Times the Size of Pacific
When the Pacific Tigers meet
the Fresno State Bulldogs on
the football field tomorrow night
the contest will be football play
er against football player.
But football players are also
students. What kind of college
do the FSC Bulldogs attend?
Founded in 1911 as a state
school for teachers with a total
enrollment of 43 students, Fres
no State has grown through two
moves to its present, new loca
tion in the northeast section of
the city of Fresno which is in
the heart of the San Joaquin
H
Valley.
Presently FSC boasts of a fulltime student enrollment of 7000
ratio comparable to that of
UOP.
The new 1410
ltiu acre campus
was first
occupied during the
1953-54 school year. It includes
the "college farm" which consists of 43 farm buildings to-

THE BOOKSTORE

THIS WEEK
iONLY-WITH A PAIR OF FAMOUS TIGER PAWS«

U. S. ROYAL TIRES

was so impressed he took Collins
away from his studies and
launched him in a career as sales
man of steel to mines in Mexico.
Through the years, Collins was
responsible for developing new
methods and building new textile
plants in Mexico.

salutes the
//

"The thing I remember
about Homecoming is that
usually away on debate trij
Mr. Monroe Hess, 1949
Pacific was still Big Tim(
ball, with a ranking of m
10 in the nation. Tiny Gi
was All -Coast as a tackle,
was at a high pitch, with p;
larly good support frou
townspeople. "Homecoming
n't changed much."
Mr. Eugene Ross, 1954
The Freshmen had to |
the bonfire from San Jose
the big Pacific rivalry. All
Frosh men formed1 a ring a
the campus to safeguard it
Spartan invaders.
One
seven men on guard duty
splattered with paint by
Jose. They shaved the ti
their painted heads, one
with each letter to spell

Year Of The Tiger,//
u. o. p. CAMPUS

gether with livestock and 1
ment which provides one«
most modern and best sf
ture plants available.
FSC offers 500 coursi
study leading to bachelot
grees in 70 fields
and ®
degrees in 22 areas.
Although Fresno State
sentially a commuter collt
provides on-campus hous®
a limited number of its stu
The campus also support
national social fraternities
six national social sot
which are presently relocat
the new campus.
The FSC campuses ®
landscaping and
tecture projects its proi!
outlook which is a study1
tinuing growth to eaM
college to successfully set*
one million people pop"
the San Joaquin Valley.''
ed enrollment in the early
is 10,000.

GO
TIGER
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|j Greet Alums at Homecoming
Students Lay Out Plans
For Annual Parade Sat. at 2

|er Homecoming:
Little Change

J

Groups of

jam into cars, heading down Pa
cific Avenue. Sounds of ham
mers, saws, and radios are heard
as the cars approach OFB (Oper
ation Flat Bed) located in the
WHA (Warehouse Area) of
Stockton.
Now that all have
arrived on the scene, the ques
tion is: What to do with the FB

q J F I C.

"Homecomings
Pretty hairy," according to

It toss.
Harold Jacoby, 1925
head yell leader in his
I imore year, Dean Jacoby reHomecoming as b e i n g
, an alumni banquet and
Many of the other festivirere not yet initiated.
J. Russell Bodley, 1919-23
j| ien Dr. Bodley attended Pathe school was still on the
ose Campus. In fact, it
II ust switched from Rugby to
JI American game of football,
the Dean playing left end.
»e was really no Homecoming
ch. Instead the college of
itudents sponsored an anAlumni Day.
Jent Robert Burns, 1931
omeeoming has not changed
According to Dr. Burns,
irtionately, r e s p o n s e i s
er now from alumni and
its than it was in his college
President Burns gradufrom Pacific just a year beAmos Alonzo Stagg came to
iquently build the Tigers inle of the top teams in the

(Flat Bed)?

The trials and miseries of building the float will be quickly
forgotten on Saturday afternoon when it parades proudly down
the Avenue, before students, friends, alumni and the com
munity.

BEAT
FRESNO

Liverpool Five And
Plaque Entertain
Tomorrow Night
You won't be going out of

oc' Severinson Half-time Star

irl "Doc" Severinsen, an
tit trumpet player, will be
a concert and clinic tomornight at the Conservatory,
will play at the half-time ac"~:s at the football game.
his first
program, "Doc"
give a demonstration and lecon the trumpet, along with

JBpr*^

the Pacific band and the Jazz
Workshop. The admission is $1.
According to Gordon Finlay, Pa
cific director of bands, "this
should be a pretty wild program."
It lasts from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
At the Homecoming game's
half-time, Severinsen will play
three numbers, the end of which
will be rock and roll.

Severinsen was born in Arling
ton, Oregon in 1927, and at the
age of nine won the Oregon State
Solo Contest. At age 13 he won
a first
in the National Regional
Senior Division contest.
After high school and the serv
ice, Severinsen played in the or
chestra of Charlie Barnett, Sam
Donahue, Tommy Dorsey, Benny
Goodman, and Gene Krupa. He
then became a staff musician at
NBC, where he presently is fea
tured on the "Tonight' show and
serves as assistant conductor to
Skitch Henderson.

your way when you attend "Out
of the World,"
Pacific's big
Homecoming dance for 1965.
Following the Fresno State game,
Sat., Nov. 13, the PSA dance
will be held in the Stockton Civic
Auditorium from 10:30 to 1:00.
Continuous live entertainment
will be provided by the Liver
pool Five and the Plague. Free
refreshments will be served, and
float awards will presented by
the newly crowned Homecoming
queen. Carol Colby, General
Chairman of the dance is stress

TIGER always looming in your
mind . . . and how to construct
a TIGER that will not look like
a stripped bulldog.
Oh, but for an easy way to
stuff where everyone could work
together . . . ride together . . .
share the same warehouse . . .
but the float just represents "Us"
to everyone watching on Satur
day afternoon.

Of course many elaborate plans
and drawings have been made be
fore arriving at OFB, but for
some the problem of producing
a winning float
to be pushed,
pulled or driven down Pacific
Avenue at 2 p.m. Nov. 13 is "Out
of This World!"
The main attraction of the
Parade is the 11 floats produced
by the living groups through
sheer will power, force, and im
agination.
But float
building
wouldn't be half the fun (or
misery) without that theme to
build around . . . with that word

Yes, these are comments that
can be heard at any of the OFB
centers where the 11 potential
winners are organizing, inventing
or collaborating on the theme
"Out of This World." A sneak
preview would show the 7 bands
lining up between the 11 floats
with the Homecoming Queen
and her court riding in converti
ble cars down the people-lined
Pacific Ave. The signal is given
. . . the parade is off. But what
about the judges . . . where are
the judges? Out of this world,
of course.

Where Have All the Floatbeds Gone?
Living Groups Have Trouble This Year
Where have all the floatbeds
gone? Not to Pacific, that's for
sure. In fact, the search for a!
base for homecoming floats
has
been a real problem this year.
Mary Hellman, in charge of
Delta Gamma's float
construc
tion, called 72 truckers before
she was successful in finding one.
Each living group has had the
same difficulty. Consequently,
most float
construction is about
six days behind in getting start
ed.
What is the problem, you say?
The expense involved is the big

gest problem. The rental fee and
ovrtime pay for truck drivers on
Saturday and Sunday is very
high. As this is the busiest har
vest season the flatbed
owners
are hesitant about renting them
out in the first place. They don't
need our business.
In the past some of the floatbeds haven't been returned. Last
year Phi Sig burned their float
and floatbed.
This incident didn't
help the situation since many of
the owners do not have insur
ance.

ing the fact that all those attend
ing must show their student body
card.
Others working hard to make
this dance the biggest success
ever are, Nancy Morris, decora
tions, Mary Osborn, refresh
ments, Susie Dukes, bids, Pam
Winson, chaperons, Janis Pastore, publicity, Doug Dawson,
door attendance, and freshman
class President Ron Woyln, clean
up.

CLINICAL P H A R M A C Y
SAYS

"Welcome Back Tigers"
We're Still in The Same Old Cage
"DOC SEVERINSON

laughing students

106 WEBER - U.O.P.

Girls —
Cage Your "Tigers" at

The

END ZONE
HENRY'S
SALUTES THE

'YEAR OF THE TIGER"
Come Join Everyone For That
"After The Game" Snack
2328 PACIFIC AVENUE

DG Pledge

Archania Picks New Belle
bell and, in time, Belle of Ar
chania. A new Belle has been
chosen out of each new sorority
pledge class since 1942.

P a t Snead, 19- year old
sophomore from Los Altos, has
been chosen as Phi Kappa Tau's
Belle of Archania for the coming
year. Pat, who is a Delta Gam
ma pledge majoring in psychology, was chosen Sunday after
noon at the annual Phi Kappa
Tau Belle function.
The tradition honoring the
Belle of Archania was initiated
in 1942 when Tau Kappa Kappa
(now Delta Delta Delta) stole
some bells from Phi Tau (then
Alpha Kappa Phi). In exchange
for the stolen bells, a TKK
pledge was taken and kept in the
trophy room all night.
Soon, the Phi Taus began to
refer to this girl as the missing

PAT SNEAD

University of Pacific Associates Inves
Harold Nelson with Presidency
Harold R. Nelson, Stockton in
vestment broker, has been elected
president of the University of
the Pacific Associates for the
1965-66 year.

Phi Tau has a Belle Committee
which recommends girls, but the
entire house votes. The Belle is
chosen on the basis of character
and personality. She cannot be
pinned or engagedi to a member
in the house.

Last year's president, Edward
H. Morrison, announced the re
sults of the election at a meeting
of the Associates on the Pacific
campus this week. Other officers
elected included: Clifford C.
Wisdom, vice president; Mrs.
Wesley Shuldt, secretary; and
Simpson H. Homage, treasurer.

Pat, as Phi Kappa Tau Belle,
has now become a part of the
house. She will act as a hostess
for the house at all Phi Tau func
tions. Upon being chosen, Pat
stated, "I was very honored and
surprised and I want to thank
all nf rhe Phi Taus."

Nelson said, following the elec
tion, "This is a very challenging
job for me. The University of
the Pacific plays a very important
part in the economic and cultural
life of San Joaquin County and

The young bucks of America
go clean-white-sock in the
new crew Adler calls Adlastic
Meet the revolutionary crew of 65% lambswool plus 35% nylon with spandex for
100% stretch. Up and down. This way and that. That's Adlastic with the give to
take on all sizes 10 to 15 and last far longer and fit far better. Size up Adlastic in
28 clean-white-sock colors. Clean-white-sock? The now notion with it even without
the wherewithall. Whatever, get Adlastic at stores where clean^
white-sock is all yours for just one young buck and a quarter.

ADLER

THE ADLER COMPANY. CINCINNATI 14, OHIO.
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DIVISION Of BURLINGTON INOUSTRICS

the City of Stockton. PresiJ,
Burns has outlined some of
projected growth of the Unj5
sity and this expansion is an,
citing example of our cotnnn
ity's development."

"The Pacific Associates,"
"Herzog," is on its west co.
portant part in this growth,
hope that I will be able to huj
on what has been done by p.
presidents in strengthening J
ties of understanding between f
University and the community,1
The Pacific Associates is
grouip of friends of the Unn;
sity of the Pacific organized|
ginally in 1953 for the purpo
of promoting the welfare and a
vancement of the Universii

FOR THE FUN OF IT... carry on in Cactus Press'd
Dacs! Tote in 'em, float in 'em —even soak in 'em. Cactus
Classics still keep their crease, hold out against wrinkles,
and they never go near an iron. Cactus Press'd Dacs.. •
the slacks with the faultless fit. 50% Fortrel® 50%
combed cotton. Heather tones of Blue, Char-Crey and
Brown. At the campus stores near you. About $7.95.

CACTUS PRESS'D

SACTUS 4 CASUALS
BOX 2266, SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

:Itiber

Ij, fjove1

12, 1965

ptiReturns

Social Fraternities Pledge 39
1

i

,<pU. Rejects Return" read a
;n front of the Delta UpsiFraternity last week. The
Eternity, on social probation
' semester, accepted 15 pledges
a climax to a week of Inter-S ternity rush. Thirty-nine men
I Jged Pacific's four social fra'ernities on IFC Preference Day.

DELTA UPSILON
pledging Delta Upsilon are:
gpjce Barley, Bill Baumhefner,
pon Brandt, Jon Brown, Jim
4 Carroll, Greg Fellers, Mark Ku4 jjnovich, Mike McGavren, Jim
([air, S t e v e M i c h e l s o n , R o n
ijurov, Spencer Sheldon, Tom
(Paters, and Hillard Witt.

PHI TAU
phi Kappa Tau took a pledge
4lass of 13 men: Jim Brungess,
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Bill Christiansen, Dennis Dahlen,
Steve Johnson, Jim Martin, Jim
Meyers, Jeff Pike, Dennis Riendeau, Joel Rondon, Frank Sut
ton, Chick Willette, Rich Wynne,
and Anthony Zieter.
PHI SIG
Phi Sigma Kappa accepted a
10-member pledge class: Larry
Anderson, Steve Barsoom, Mel
DeAngelis,
Jeffrey
Friestadt,
Charles Hammer, Mike King,
Rick Ranson, Warren Smith,
Mark Voorhies, and C h u c k
Woodley.
AKL
Alpha Kappa Lambda gained
one pledge during the fall pref
erence, Bill Dewherst.

Y THEATRE TRIP
Anderson Y is sponsoring a
Theatre Trip to San Francisco
Sat., Nov. 20 to the Actor's
Workshop production of "The
Last Analysis."
Total cost for the trip is $5.00,
with Y membership card, $4.50.
A bus will leave the Y at 11:30
a.m. Sat., and return for Stock
ton at 10 p.m. Reservations are
to be made at Anderson Y. Dead
line for reservations is Mon.,
Nov. 15.
APhA MEETS
The student chapter of the
American Pharmaceutical Asso
ciation will host Norman Rudy,
region director of the California
Pharmaceutical A s s o c i a t i o n ,
Thurs., Nov. 18, at 11 a.m., at
the top of the "Y". Rudy's topic
will be threefold; the role of the
CPhA, Dental Prescription Sta
tistics, and recently adopted regu
lations of the State Pharmacy
Board.

Students Act as Advertising Agencies
They Represent Local Business Firms
A relatively new concept in
education has been introduced
here at UOP by Monroe Hess,
assistant professor of business
administration.
In his advertising class, Mr.
Hess has instituted a program in
which groups of students will act
as advertising agencies for certain
local business firms.
Each group selects a particular
firm and secures the cooperation
and permission of the company
to be treated as a new account of
the agency. At the end of the
term, each group is required to
present to both the class and the
company an advertising cam
paign of their own creation and
design.
Similar to plans previously es
tablished at other schools, such
as Harvard University, Mr. Hess'
program is aimed at a closer re

Since most of these students
are not business majors, Mr. Hess
also feels that this is an excellent
opportunity for them to gain
first-hand experience in the pro
cesses of business.

Y Films a Success
With Better Films
The seventh annual Interna
tional Cinema Arts Festival has
met with great success so far this
year. Roland Bunch, festival cochairman, feels the movies are
receiving the crowds they de"David and Lisa" drew a
capacity crowd of eight hundred.
The smallest audience for "Y"
movies has been about three
hundred.

check
M acy's
low
prices
on all
LP's

2.69
3.49

lationship between the local busi
ness community and university
students. He hopes to be able to
establish a "two way street" be
tween the two interests as they
can get to know one another and
make reciprocal contributions.

Bunch has not made any plans
for moving the location of films
from the top of the Y. "I feel
the convenience of the location
for the students is of more value
than expansion at this time,"
Bunch said.
This year the "Y" film festival
has a membership of 150, a con
siderable increase over 30 from
last year. This is a reflection of
the quality of films scheduled for
1965-66.

mono
stereo

featuring these RCA Victor
recordings by Glen Yarborough
It's Gonna Be Fine including "Never Let Her Go",
"Sometimes". "Ring of Bright Water", more.
Time to Move On, his first RCA Victor solo effort,

including "You Know My Name", "Angle Cake and
Wine", "San Francisco Bay Blues". One More
Round, including a brand new number by Rod
McKuen, "The Lover", as well as "The New Frankie
and Johnnie Son".
Baby, the Rain Must Fall, featuring the hit song of the

same name, plus "Lonesome", "She's Too Far Above
Me", "Rusting in he Rain", and more.
Come Share My Life, the title song plus "Love Come

A-Tricklin' Down", "Stanyan Street", "The Happy
Whistler", "When Summer Ends".
music center( second floor, Macy's Stockton

With the change of director
ship last year, the "Y" was hesi
tant to try a program of expen
sive films.
This year they have
greatly increased the budget and
have gotten a comparable in
crease in success of the festival.
The small profit there is from
the films goes toward "Y" pro
grams that need financial
sup
port.
Some of the highlights of this
year's schedule are "Bridge on
the River Kwai," "Winter Light,"
and "Through a Glass Darkly."
Tonight "Lola" will be shown at
the top of the "Y."

Counselor's Day
Promotes UOP
Approximately 100 high school
counselors and advisers toured
the UOP campus Wed., Nov. 3,
to become acquainted with the
total program of UOP and its
physical facilities.
They were participating in
"Counselor's Day, an introduc
tory program sponsored by the
Office of Admissions to promote
UOP as an educational oppor
tunity for prospective college
applicants in California high
schools.
The day's program began with
introductory statements by ad
ministrative heads of the cluster
colleges and professional schools.
Discussion of admission require
ments, students life, housing and
various aspects of the UOP cam
pus followed.
The visiting counselors then at
tended a luncheon at which
President Burn's spoke about the
plans for future development of
the University.
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Engineering Student Fatally Hurl
Louis Fred
Fred. Englehorn, 22, of
Alpha Kappa Lambda, a senior
engineering student, died Mon
day in Stanislaus County Hospi
tal near Modesto as the result of
head injuries suffered in a twovehicle crash early that day.

Frad and Stone are in satisfactory condition in Doctors rtospital here.
Doctors said Mrs. Englehorn
suffede a skull fracture and a
severe injury to her right arm.
Her injuries, doctors said, are
such that she should not ^be
moved for "at least 10 days."

The crash, involving Englehorn's small sedan and a pickup
truck operated by Alfonse M.
(Al) Frad, 51, Modesto attorney,
occurred at Claribel Road and
McHenry Avenue on the out
skirts of Modesto.

A witness told California high
way patrolmen that Englehorn
ran through a stop sign and
struck Frad's pickup truck. The
two vehicles were thrown against
a chain link fence. Englehorn
was thrown from his car. Mrs.
Englehorn remained inside be
cause of a seat belt.

Frad was seriously hurt in the
crash as were his passenger, Clif
ford (Mousey) Stone, 47, of the
Hotel Covell in Modesto, and
Englehorn's wife, Julianne, also
22.

Englehorn also is survived by
his parents, Dr. and Mrs. T. D.
Englehorn of Salinas; a brother,
Dr. Ted Englehorn of Sacramen
to, and a sister in the Bay Area.

Mrs. Englehorn, also a Pacific
student, is reported in fait con
dition in the county hospital.

TC&ep&ake'

ft

Price* from $100. to $2500. Ring* Enlarged
to Show Beauty of Detail. ® Trade-Mark Reg.
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I IVIII
(Continued from page 1)
Delta Delta Delta will have
an Open House before the Par
ade and serve dessert following
the Parade. Delta Gamma will
have an alumni meeting at the
House at 10:30 a.m. and an Open
House after the luncheon. Delta
Upsilon will hold an Alumni
meeting as well as an Open
House between the luncheon
Parade while Phi Kappa Tau
will host an Open House before
the parade and an alumni fol
lowing the parade. Phi Delta Chi
will hold an alumni meeting at
the house at 11:00 a.m., a lunch
eon from 12:00 to 2:00 p.m.,
and a dinner that evening.
The Homecoming Parade
down Pacific Avenue will begin
at 2 p.m., and following the par
ade at 4:30 p.m. class reunions
and class banquets will be held.

,
^
r ,o =
The class of '25 under the direc
tion of Mrs. DeMarcus Brown
will meet at the President's Din
ing Room, Anderson Hall. The
class of '30 will meet at Webb's
at the Stockton, 129 E. Weber
Ave., and Vernon Hurd is the
chairman.
The House of Murphy, 1064
Waterloo Road, will be the gath
ering point for the class of 1935
under the guidance of
Bill
Pisani. The class of '40 will meet
at the Ranch, 8900 Thornton
Road, and Bob Wentz is their
chairman. Eugene Weston of the
class of '45 has made plans for
his class to meet at The Pump
Room, 222 N. Sutter St.
The class of '50 will meet at
Webb's of the Stockton and
Bruce Orvis and Don Webb are
serving as co-chairmen. The class
of 1955 will meet at the Eden

aa^

Each Keepsake setting is
a masterpiece of design, re
flecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center dia
mond ... a perfect gem of
flawless clarity, fine color and
meticulous modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in the ring
and on the tag is your as
surance of fine quality.
Your very personal Keepsake
is now at your Keepsake
Jeweler's store. Find him in
the yellow pages under
"Jewelers."

ED. NOTE:
Here are some
"little goodies" from past Pacific
Weeklies — Out of This World.
1944—a Woman President of
PSA?
1947—You're out of style with
that short skirt! Let col
lege cleaners let the hems
down on yiour skirts!
New classes offered at
Stockton College — Chi
nese Mandarin and Chi
nese Cookery.
All students in Stockton
College must pass a swim
ming test before their
Junior year. If they can
not pass, they must sign
up for a swimming class.
1948—April Fool issue — Robert
the Ripper, alias Robert E.
Burns, was captured in a
police roundup yesterday.
Pacific yell-leaders were
booed off stage and vari-

Motor Lodge, 1005 N. El
do with Don Johnston se
livi
as chairman, and Tony Aft dre
is chairman for the class 0jl
which will meet at the pj
Room. There also will be a'
Alpha Phi Reunion Breakfaj
the home of DeMarcus Bj
Sunday morning from 9.[|
a.m.

h

w
The officers of the Pa Uni
Alumni Association for 196; nty t
are President, Robert Moi. hur
'42, Vice President, Tom Fe ithirt
'42, Secretary-Treasurer,
Lancaster '57 and Executive ie
rector, Donald G. Smiley '5( an
|ight
> the

Archania's third
ous vegetables and fruits
Hay Hop will be held
were thrown to speed up
morrow night.
their exit at a rally yester
Bulletin — COP cl
day.
will be dismissed todai
Fritz was last seen hop
1:05 to attend Sti
ping across California St.,
College's Rodeo.
croaking unintelligibly to
Things are quieting
himself.
for the students living
In
memoriam of
our
irpre
the Quonset Huts.
dearly departed Editor,
V
"Let's have a practice
we have left a space Com
|t
cot
teacher meal ticket pli
memorating the amount
he usually did — The 1957—Tommy Tiger was mai igret
— received a cracked ying
Staff.
and bruises about
1949- -Annual office in Ad Bldg?
chest and abdomen.
Joke — Doctor (after ex
Dean's Report —
amining patient) "I don't
is no basis to the
like the looks of your
that school will close
husband, Mrs. Brown."
sickness increases.
Mrs. Brown, "Neither do
Many white bucks
I doctor, but he's good to
wet at the game last wi
our children."
end.
Changa langa langa — a
Art class needs a
pre-game rally at the Fox
model.
California Theater.
VP
iSSS9»T 32TUSMKBKWfflS&fc'

Tiger Quide

Saturday, Nov. 13
Football — Fresno State —
here — 8 p.m.
Homecoming Weekend Dance
— 10:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. >—
Civic Auditorium
NCFA Fall Invitational
Graduate Record Exams —
Advanced — 8 a.m.
Monday, Nov. 15
Louis Lomax — Celebrity Ser
ies — 8:15 p.m.
Marine Corps Visit — End
Zone Area
Tueisday, Nov. 16
Louis Lomax — Celebrity Ser-

Coffee Hour — 3-4 p.m.
Marine Corps Visit
Chapel — 11 a.m. — Wayne
D. Gray, Speaker
Newman Club — 11 a.m.
Faculty Council — 4 p.m. —
210 Ad. Bldg.
Faculty Recital — Dr. Schil
ling, Organist — Conserva
tory
IEEE Meeting — 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 17
SCTA Supervising Teachers
Tea — 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Steak Night Dinner
Thursday, Nov. 18
Student Teaching Sign-ups —

Ele

Elementary - Secondary I
Owen 106-110 — 11 a.ifues
0li[

Elbert Covell College Sota
Night Dinner
faci£
Studio Theater — "Legend iuesi
Lovers"
Sociology Club Meeting
a.m. — 107 Bannister
Friday, Nov. 19
"Y" Film — "Hamlet"
Rally — 7:30 p.m. —
servatory
Phi Delta Chi Snuffy Si
Stomp — 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
End of Naranjado Individ1
Pictures

SUPPER - CLUB!

Maxmi&m's
ACROSS FROM THE COURTHOUSE
225 E. WEBER AVE.
466-5572

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
| Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement
| and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for only 25<f.
j Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

appearing
Wed., Fri., Sat. Nites
starting at 8:30 p.m.
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KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13202

bran

ieai
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U(
'en-

Direct from the Las Vegas "Thunderbird"

THE HARD HEARTS & HANNA
MUSICAL PARODY - COMEDY

DANNY THOMAS — "The hottest lounge group making the circuit in show biz today!"

no cover
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'oe;
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L

M11

A Victory Ball will follow|
game and will be held at
at the Stockton. Music will
provided by the band of Pac
first Tommy Tiger, Pete
Vanis '50.

STOCKTON'S ONLY
DOWNTOWN

City_

r

mn5 N Pi :

Weekly's Out of This World'

The
ENGAGE-ABLES
go for

I

Hnmecomina's Busy Day for Alum

no minimum
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